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One county-wide outlook meeting was held with 90 farmers attending; 
.:D.so six community outlook meetings held with attendance of l~O fanners. 
Twelve complete farm records completed. Agents cooperated with fann credit 
agencies in loaning $7S4,095o00o 
Agricultural. Engi.nnering 
A total of 1,480 acres 0.1 land power terraced and land-use agreements 
adopted on 152 fa.nns in 1947 and these terraces maintained in 1947. Fann 
building plans furnished for ll5 farm buildings and equipment, Three demon-
strations of use of electrical equipment conductedo Assist<'.lnce given in 
installation of one farm water system and six septic tanks. Assistance given 
to farr.iers in the care and repair of farrn :machineryo 
Agronomy 
Thirty-three farmers conducted five-acre cotton comtest d oastrations, 
producing an average of 636.4 pounds of lint cotton per acre. Placed 
cooperative orders 1·or 1,30.? bushel,3 of improved cottonseeu for farmers. 
Thirty-three corn production demonstrations completedo Three lespedeza for 
seed dem:mstration3 completed. One lespedeza fer hey denionstration conducted 
showing average production of 3/4 tons per acre at a cost of $l5.54 per acre. 
Ei!ht oats production demonstrations yielding average of 37 .3 bushels per 
acre were conducted. Placed 10,180 pounds of legume seed with farmers. Con-
ducted 8 temporary gra7.~ng crop demonstrations showing 265 acres and 397 
cattJ.e grazed, Fourteen demonstrations in pemanent pastures vvere conducted 
with 307 acres that grazed 409 cattle. Two hundred and fifty five soil saI!lples 





P~aced five purebred boars, 56 purebred gilts, 11 purebred beef bulls, 
with farmers of the county. Al::lsisted farmers in marketL"l.g 11,336 hogs :for tot.al 
of $Slh,426.98. 
Dairying 
Conducted four winter grazing crops demonstrations. Assisted dairymen in 
regard to dairy herd management and recommended ieed crops to grow. Hegari as 
a grain crop c1nd annual lespedeza as a grazing crop were encouraged among dairy 
farmers. A DHIA was in operation throughout the year and an active 4-H 
Da.ify Calf Ciub in operation. 
Entomolof;f 2nd Plant PatholoQ' 
Observations made end publicity given bol..l weevil infestation and control; 
also, newspaper publicity given in regard to treating planting cotton seed with 
mercuric dust. Publicity was also given in regard to smut disease on small 
grains. Assisted in spray schedule to control pecan scab. Encourgged increased 
acreag~ plantings of latest mosaic resistant sugar cane. Assisted in getting 
fields of sweet potatoes inspected for disease and potatoes certified for seed 
stock. Advised farmers in regard to storage rot on potatoes i:>1 curing house. 
Advised farmers in regard to treating cattle for lice and assisted in getting 
146 cans of louse powder for 54 farmers. 
Forestry 
Total of approximately one-half million seedlings were ordered during 1947 by 
farmers in program of refo~estation. Publicity given to farmers encouraging 
the production of lumber as a cash crop. Nineteen farmers had 318 acres of 
timberland marked for cutting with a production of i 1 213~605 board feet. 
There were 2,156 acres of timberland marked and examined by foresters in the county. 
Timber was sold to private buyers on the basis. of these marldngs and examinations. 
Four-H Club Hork 
Seventeen community clubs conducted with 312 members, 187 of whic 1 
completed demonstrations producing farm products nth a value of $33,012.86 
and realizing a profit of $121boJ.12. Total of 10 boys exhibited products 
at the state Fair and 55 exhibited products at the County Fair. Four-H Camp 
was held at Camp Long with 88 boys attending. A county 4-H Club Council was 
orgai:uzed in 1945 and continued to operate in 1947. Held trro county..inde 
meetings, a fatstock show and a dair.>r heifer saJ.e. 
Horticulture 
In sweet potato work, 3 electric-heated hotbed demonstrations and 
sweet potato production demonstrations with average production of 172 0 3 bushels 
No. Its per.acre comple~edo F..ighteen cars of peacher shipped in 1947 on the 
on~_com.'l'!ercial orchard in the county. Assistance ana. advise through news 
ar-cicles and personal visits were given in storage and marketing of the 





Farmers aided in marketing surplus farm products to the value of 
$527,711.98 during 1947. Marketing work is done in considerable volume 
through the county agents ' office in the beying end selling of special farm 
crops and seeds. 
Poultry 
Fifteen vaccination demonstrationE completed. There were 8,650 birds 
treated. A~sistance vras given in .marketing 5,ooo turkeyso One turkey 
dressing plmit was constructed and operated in 1945 and continued to operate 
in 1947; another was constructed t,his year on the- 1Talworth Plantation nec.r 
Eutmvville and is in operation. 
Visual Iijstruction 
Showed educational motion pictures to 1065 people. 
Publicity 
Total of 1,735 personal letters written; hO circular letters prepared 
with 10,15b copies mailed; 248 press articles published; 3,903 bulletins 
di:stributed; and four farm tours held.. ,ll.Sl(b 84 raido broadcasts made. 
' 
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com~TY I COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION 
OF VOLUNTARY FARM AND HOME LEA.TIERS 
County Agricultural Cammi ttee: Members of tht:: County Agricultural 
Committee were selected at the suggestion of neighborhood leaders in confer-
ence m.th the agents. This procedure was followed in each comnn.mity in the 
county. There are 21 organized communities covering the whole area of the 
county. These members were added to the regular old county program planning 
committee which has been in existence for the past seYeral years. The fol-
low:i.ng list gives the names and addresses of the county agricultural conmdttee. 
Co'llllty Agricultural. Committee 
Mr. F. D• J!rvans, Providence, So C. 
Ura Clyde W. otroman, Orangeburg, So Co 
Mro W. E. "6rmett, Springfield, So C. 
Mrs. T. F. Riley, Jr., Orangeburg, S. c. 
Mr. F. E. Cope, Cope, So C. 
Mr. w. B. Bolin, Neeses, s. c. 
Mr. G. B. Patrick, Bowman, s. c. 
Mr. J. W. Way, Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. George Ro Jowman, So Co 
Mr. E. D. Lide, Providence, So Co 
~s. E. n. Lide, Providence, s. c. 
Mr. No .Eo Byrd, Branchville, So C. 
Mr. T. To Tra.yw.i.ck, Cope, So Co 
Mro Bo Bo Williams, Norway, So Co 
Mro Francis Evans, Jr., Providence, s. Co 
Mrs. c. r. Snoak, Cordova, s. c. 
Mr. Ro Lo Ashe, Cordova, So Co 
Mr. Lo L. Tillson, (SCS), Orangeburg, So C. 
Mr. J. B. Earle, (SCS), Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. Ao M. Brabham(Prod. Credit), Orangeburg, s. Co 
:Mr. Ao Co Gramling (Fed. Land Bank), Orangeburg, So c. 
Mrs. Ao Co Gramling, Orangeburg, So C,. 
Miss Ester Merritt (4-H l.4ember), Eutawville, s. c. 
Mr. William Harvey (4-H Member), Holly Hill, s. C0 
Mr. Fred Cormor, Jr., EutawviJJ.e., So Co 
Mr. Talley Eo t;ndtn, Rowesville, So Co 
Mr. Marvin Davis, Norway, S.o c. 
Mr. s. vr. Gramling, Sr., Orangeburg, s. Co 
Mrso Tracy Garrick, Cope, s. c. 
Mrso Harold Ulmer, Orangeburg, Soc. 
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Executive Comrrci.ttee 
Mr.~. Lo Ashe, Cordova, s. Co 
Mr. J. s. Dantzler, Elloree., s. c. 
Mr. G. Bo Patrick, Bo'Willan, s. C. 
ur. J. w. Way., Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. T. T. Treywick., Cope, So C. 
Mrs. A. C. Gramling., Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mrso C. I. Smoak, Cordova., S. Co 
Soil Conservation Sub-Committee 
Mro F. Do l!lvans, Providence, S. C1:1 
Mr. H. R• Inabinet, Woodford, Soc. 
Mro J. R. Connor., 'EutaViVille, Soc. 
Mr. T. T. TrBiYWick, Cope, s. c. 
litr. w. .I!:. .1:Sennett, Springfield, Soc • 
Farm Labor Sub-Committee 
!tr. H. L. Ashe, Cordova, So Co 
Mr .. Ho R. Inabinet, Woodford, s. c. 
Mr. Fred Connor, Eutawville, s. c. 
Mr. W. B. Bolin, Neeses, s. c. 
Mr. B. B. Williams, Norway, s. c. 
Ml:'. c. w. Stroman., Orangeburg, s. c. 
Marketing Sub-Committee 
Mr. N. l!:. Byrd, Branchville, s. c. 
Mr. G. B. Patrick, Bowman, s. c. 
Mr. Jo w. Way, Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mrs. T. F. R.J.ley, Jr., Orangeburg, Soc. 
state Agricultural Cormnittee 
Mr. F. Do Evans, Providence, So C. 
yr. c. w. Stroman, Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mrs. A. c. Gramling, Orangeburg, s. c. 
"· 
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Com.m.uru.ty Agricultural Committees: The following is a list of the 
communities and neighborliooas organized in the Better Farm Living Program for 
Orangeburg County. This list shows the number of white and colored 
voluntary workers in each neighborhood. These community and neighborhood 
orgam.zations are kept in tact as they are inVaJ.uable in carrying out the 









Io SPRINGFIELD COMMUNITY · 























IV o NORWAY COMMUNITY 






































VII. ORANGEBURG COMMUNITY 
Neighborhood 
White 
Pine fu.J.1 6 
Great Branch 6 
St. George 6 
Poplar Springs 3 
Zion 2 
Caw Caw 4 
North Orangeburg 2 
Jamison 6 
Upper Limestone 3 
Wolfton 2 
Belleville 5 
East Orange 8 
Four Holes 10 
East Middle 6 
West M:i.d.d.J.e 6 
South Orangeburg 4 
I,J.mestone 2 
















DC., WOODFORD COMMUNITY 
8 
4 
J:. ROWESVILLE COMMUNITY 
2 












































Oak Grove 4 






XIV,. PROVIl)~TCE CO:M!\~}NITY 













Tv o VANCE COMMUNITY 
6 



































,: ...- - / / 
0 
Couniy Comni tteemen 
Comrrnni ty LP.aders 
• Ne i ghborhood Le <) d """ers 
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Programs and Campaigns Handlea Through Voluntary Leaders in 1947 
Good Safe Farming in 194 7: A vigorous caTTipaign was ma.de throughout 
the yee:r that 194 7 be made a safe and sound f ann business year• This theme was 
presented from the County Wide outlook Meeting in early Jan~ an~ throughout 
the year through Commi.mity Meetings and in the l?cal press unt~ ti~ of 
harvest. Neighborhood leaders and the other agricultural agencieo J.n the county 
assisted in getting this message across. 
Liming Program: The 1l.'::>e of lime as a practice under the 194 7 Farm 
Program was urged and farmers submitted applications for approx1.mately 2.,150 
tons. In addition to this quantiry., c!)pro7..imately 21 000 tons uere purchased 
privately O News articles were wr1 tten at intervals during the year encouraging 
farmers to have soils analyzed and use l:iJ'lle where needed., especially on pastures 
and leguminous cropso 
Garden Program: Newspaper publicity was given monthly on the value of 
home gardens together with timely advice on time of planting, insect and disease 
control and other garden problem::;. 
Seeding Fall Grains: Small grain for seed and for tinter grazing bas been 
encouraged during the ±'all of 194 7 • The actual seeding of the::;e crops were 
greatly hampered by the extremely wet .:fall season. Mu.ch of this grain w.i..11 be 
seeded after December 1., however. Th~se crops were encouragea not only because 
of their value as a w.i.nter grazing and a spring grain crop, but also because of 
the small amount of labor and the suitability of machinery in seeding and 
harvesting. 
Winter Legumes: Records show that purchase orders were i::;sued through 
t..'he AAA Farm Program for 345 .,673 pounds of AUBtria.n Winter Peas Seed and D:1.xie 
Wonder Peas, 134.,470 pounds of Common Vetch Seed and 15,900 pounds of Lupine Seed. 
In add.J.t:.on to the above, a numbe!' of private seed purchases were made of these 
three winter legune seeds and too a quantity 01· Hairy Vetch and Dixie Wonder 
¥eas were also purchased. 
The campaign on planting winter cover crops was waged by the agents 
throughout the .fall, largely on the basis of a scarcity of nitrogen for the 
194~ crops. Much nitrogen and organic matter will be added to our soils by the 
tremendous acreage of winter legumes seeded this fall. 
Emergency Activities 
. Farm Labor .Program: This program was started as an emergency program, 
but si~ce has taken on a ponna.."1.ent aspect. R. L. Willis., Jr. was employed as 
full time Farm Labor Assistant on September 161 l>'L6 and devoted his time to 
fann labor and allied extension projects during 1947
0 
we understand this program 
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will end January 1., 1940 and future labor problems will be handled by the regular 
extension personnelo We hate to see this program go for Labor Assistant 1'v1llis 
has performed a sp~endid job since coming to Orangeburg. 
Red Cross: Factual information regarding conditi ons of farm families 
as concerned men in the Service was furnished the local Red Cross for reports 
to the War and Navy Departments. 
Nutrition Committee: The agents assisted the County Nutrition Committee 
in an advisory capacity in making up airl c~Jing out their program. 
,. 
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COUNTY EXTEHSION ORGANIZATION 
Changes in the Orangeburg Cotmty .l!octension Staff 
Changes occurred in the Extension Sta.ff during the year. n. Richardson, 
Assistant County Aeent, resigned in early September to accept work in the 
Animal Husbandry Department at Clemson., His successor., 'R. G. Winburn., began 
work as Assistant County Agent on October 16th., In the Home Demonstration 
Department Miss Mattie Lee Cooley, Home Agent, transferred to Fa:i..rfield 
Cotmty July 1., and Miss Jeanne Coleman., Assistant Home Agent, was promoted 
to Home Agent for Cal.hotm County the same tllneo Their successors were 
Miss Sara Neeley, Home Agent, and Uiss Virginia Devore, Assistant Home 
Agent. Other extension workers• are th~ same as reported last year. 
Present .l!octcnsion Staff 
White Agents 
J. c. McComb., County Agent 
R. a. Winburn, A~sistant County Agent 
Sara Neeley, Home Demonstration Agent 
Virginia Devore., Assistant Home Demonstration Agent 
R. L. Willis, Jr., Farm Labor Assistant 
The County and Home Agents cooperated closely with the various 
agricultural agencies operating in the County. The following listed 
personnel heads up the administration of other agency programs: 
H. T. Corbett, Aciministrative Officer., p. & M. Adm., (AAA) 
L. Lo Tillson, Work Unit Technician, s.c.s. 
Jerome B. McMichael, tiupervisor., F.s.A .. ., (F.HaAo) 
A. M. Brabham., Production Credit Association 
St. Clair Price, Cotmty Forest Ranger 
A. c. Gramling, National Farm Loan Association 
Negro Agents 
The county agents cooperate with the negro agents in all phases 
of their work, lending aid in securing specialists for holding demonstra-
tions and discussing work generally. The negro agents are listed as 
follows: 
G. C. Daniels., Negro AgriculturaJ. Agent 
Quincy Smith, Negro Assistant Agricultural Agent 
Rosa Odom, Negro Home Demonstration Agent 
- 13 .. 
Other Agencies 
Di addition to the County Agricul.tural Comnittee and the County . 
Dairy Conmu.ttee, the follow:rng llsted organizations have cooperated with 
t.he County Agents in carrying out al.l post war programs for the County. 
Assistance has also been given by these agencies in regard to other &ten-
sion demonstration work. 
These agencies arez 
Coun:ty Production and Marketing Administration (AAA) 
Orangeburg Soil Conservation District 
County Council of Farm Women 
Orangeburg Livestock Marketing Association 
Production Credit Association 
Farm Security Actmiru..stration (Foll.A.) 
County Fair Association 
Orangeburg County Health Association 
County 4-H Club Council 
u.s.n.A. CouncJ.1. 
Orangeburg Fat i::>tock .Show 
Orangeburg Civic Clubs 
Orangeburg Banks 
Orahgeburg Chamber of Commerce 
Orangeburg Pasturage Development Commission 
1947 FARM LABOR .PROGRAM AND PLANS FOR J.94tl 
Realizing that the acute labor shortage in the county would be con-
siderab:cy less in 1~47, and that the big problems wolil.d be that of a.d.-
justments, and securing, operating and efficient maintenance of farm 
machinery our program was as follows: 
(1) More efficient use of all farm machinery to mim.ml.ze the labor 
required and to get more reslil.us· from avail.able labor. To this end the 
Labor Assistant devoted a large amount of tinia. 
(2) Timely labor surveys to keep :i.n!onned of labor needs. 
(3) Recruiting labor if needed. Very little was necessary during 
the year except on a loca.l or WJ. t1u.n the county basis. 
(4) Conduct labor program and problems along With and through closely 
related extension demonstrations. The 1947 program was successfully 
conducted in this ma.nnero 
During 194 7, peak labor seasons were at harvest time, gathering truck 
crops, sweet potatoes, pecans and cotton. LocaJ. labor was able to handle 
these peak periods Without outside or transit labor• 
We understand that the labor program is to end January l, 1~4d and 
our plans f"or 1948 are to conduct labor requirements along with the reguJ.ar 
planned Agricultural Program for the courrty0 
J. c. McComb, County Agent 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
4 December 1947 
Ro L. Willis, Jro, Labor Asst. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
AGRICULTURAL 
'ECONOMICS -
Work in Agricul turaJ. Economics and Farm management in 1947 included a 
county-wide out.look meeting, community outlook meetings, complete fa.rr.i records, 
enterprise records and cooperation with farm credit agencies. 
Outlook lleet1ng1 A coun~J-wide outlook meeting was held at the Court 
House in Orangeburg with a capacity group attending. .1:!:xtension Specialists with 
t11e District Agent gave factual information regarding the outlook of the 
different pnases of agriculture for the year. Six colID'Ilunity outlook meetings 
were held in as many com.'ilUilities and these meetings were coordinated with other 
agricultural matters effecting farl!ri.ng and farm people. 
outlook information was given in other meetings and published through 
the county press. 
Complete Farm Records: There were twelve Orangeburg County Farmers who 
kept their l947 fa.rm operations as demonstrations. All of these are members of 
the unit test-a.emonstration farms. 
Name 
A list of these demonstrations for 1947 is given belowo 
Complete Farm Record Demonstrations - 1947 





J. L. :McLean c. Y. McCants 
Po R. Felder 
J. A. Smith 
T. T. TI'eywick 
J. M. Mc.Alhaney 
F. D. EVans 
J. T. Zeigler 
J. w. 1fco/ 
John L .. Fairey 
W. C. P,ast 






















Cotton & Livestock 
Cotton & Livestock 
Cotton & Livest) ck 
Cotton & Livestock 
Cotton & Livestock 
Cotton & Livestock 
Cotton & Livestock 
Cot ton & Live st:, ck 
Cotton & LiYest:, ck 
Livestock & Tobacco 
Dairying 
Beef Caltlc and Rags 
CnC'rer~tion w.it~1 Far.:i. Credit l.gencics: '!'he county agents dti.rine 1947 
~ooperated wi~h the Orangeburg Production Credit AssociAtion, the National Fann 
oan Association a.z_id the Farm _Sectu-ity Administration in their work of extendin 
credit to fanners in the county. This assistance was rendered in an advisory g 
capacity. FolloWing is a summary of loans made by these thr;e agencies& 
• 
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Summary Loans Ma.de by Agricultural. Credit Agenties-1947 
Number of F'armers 
Agency Served Amount 
Production Credit Association 
National Farm Loan Association 











TVA Farm Unit Test-Demonstrations 
Twelve um.t test demonstration farms cooperated with the Extension 
~ervice and the Tennessee Valley Authority in ca?Ty111g out complete farm 
demonstrations during tne 1947 crop y~ar. 
These farms were established to demonstrate the value of the program of 
land use adjustment. Economic production of money crops, along with soil 
building practices and water conservation, was the basis on which these 
programs were outL.ned. Crop and livestock plans have been developed f<r 
each farm covering a five year period. 
Phosphate and ammonium nitrate are furnished each farmer at ireight 
cost. The farmer keeps a compl~te farm account record of his business 
transactions. ThJ.s year is the fourth year in the second series of five 
yeaxs for this program. 
A swmna.ry of acreagt.s of permanent pastures, perennial and a.nnuaJ. 
legumes and annual grazing crops treated with the TVA phosphate furnishe:i 
for 1947 crops is as follows: 
Acres of PerenniaJ_ Legumes, Permanent Pasture, and Annual Legumes Together 
vdth the Amounts of TVA Phosphate and Li.ms Used on Test-Demonstration Farms 
in Orangeburg County in 1947 
Perennial Legumes Perm.anent Pasture * Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
of of of of 
Phos. Lime Phos. Lime 
Name of Cooperator Acres Applied Applied Acres Applied Applied 
Fe D. Evans - - - -Powell R. Felder - 17.5 1,000 
J • Mo Mcilhaney 
Co Y. Mccants 
Jas • L. McLean - 20.0 8.,000 50.,000 Jo A. Smith -
To T. Trvw;i.ck lb.1 4840 9,550 5.4 2.,lbO 3.,000 
J. V-r. Wa:y - -J. T. Zeigler -John Lo Fa.i.rey 5.2 1.,900 -w. c. Rast - 2!:, .. b 8,580 20,000 
To Se Smoak 2ol b30 4.,soo 8.1 3.,240 18,000 
Totals 18.2 5,470 14,050 tsl.8 30.,tstm 91.000 





Acres Applied Applied 
59.0 5,900 ... 
10.0 1,000 20.,000 
30.b 3.,100 00.,000 - -40.4 o.,soo 00.,000 -3b.O 4.,100 
3906 4,700 -B.b 1.,i:soo -9.3 920 20,000 
28.7 5,b30 4,500 
2b2.2 33,b!:>0 lb4.,!:>00 
- l ~ -
Acreage and Production of opeci.fied Crops 
Gro'Wil on the Unit 'rest Farm of John L. Fairey in 191.i.7 
GrOYIIl by .!family and Hired Labor 
Crops Grown Acres Total Producfil.on 
Cotton 16 2,500 lbs lint 
Com 4~ lo40 bushels 
oats 25 896 bushels 
Wheat 6 123 bushels 
Barley 4 110 bushels 
Cowpeas (for hay) ~ 10 7 tons 
·Tobacco 3 25b0 pounds 
sweet Potatoes 3 400 bushels 
Open pasture 10 
Grazing 5 
Idle land 5 
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Summary of Farm Business of John L. Fairey, 1947 
Land 
Im.provements 




Crops, Feeas, etc. 
Machinery and Tools 
Bees 
Farm Receipts 
Cotton and cottonseed 
Other crops 
Tobacco 
Poultry and Eggs 
Dairy Products 
cattle and Hogs 
Potatoes and Vegetables 
Mi.scella.neous 






































Hired Labor 1195.12 
Crop Expense 1940027 
Livestock and poultry 3043.75 
Automobile 157.01 
Truck and Tractor 2lllo63 
Buildings and I.mprovemen1B 160.85 
Machinery and Equipment 307.05 
Miscellaneous _ 4J,.ts.,3o 




Receipts Minus Expense 
Value of Unpaid Famtly 
$3,399.l.tl 
NONE Labor other than operator, Deduct 
Farm Income 
Interest (L% on average of mventories) 




* Labor income is what a farmer receives for his year's work above interest 
on his inves~t and all farm expenses, in addition to having a house to 




A Compar~n of Unit Test-Demonstration Fanns of 
Item 
----·~unty, l ?h6 
________________ (_._/.,__) ___ (___ ~ __ ) _____ (_3_) _____ (f ......... ) _ (.s) 
Labor income, dollars 
Receipts, dollars 
Expenses, dollars 
Farm income, dollars 
Farm income per (;,100 invested, dollars 
Receipts per $100 invested, dollars 
SIZE: 
Crop acres 
Crop acres and open pasture 
Total acres in farm 
Acres of crops 
Investment 
Work animals 
Man-work units, total 
Anilllc'.l uni ts, productive 
PRODUCTIVITY: 
Crop yield index 
Cash crop yield index 
Lint cotton per acre, pounds 
Yield corn per acre, bushels 
Yield oats per acre, bushels 
Yield wheat per acre, bushels 
Yield hay per acre, tons 
Yield sweet potatoes per acre, bu. 
Dairy sales per cow, dollars 
Income per sow, dollars 
Egg income per hen, dollars 
LABOR EFFICIENCY: 
Man-work units per man 
Percent work done by sharecroppers 
Horse-work units per horse 
LAND EFFICIENCY; 
Percent of farm in cropland and open 
pasture 
Acres of crops per cultivated acre 
DIVERSITY: 
Percent of receipts from cotton 
Percent of receipts from livestock 
Acres of cropland per animal unit 
Acres of open pasture per A. u. (c,;ttle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: 
Milk cows 
Other dairy cattle 
Beef cows 





l. F. D. Evans 
2. Powell H. Felder 
3. J. M. McAlhaney 
4. Co Y. McCants 
~. J . L. McLean 
,:U,GS 
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A Comparison of Unit Test-Dem~o~n~s~t~r~a~ti~·o~n;;_:F~v~.nn~s_.;;;.o~f _______ C~o~u~n~ty.!W,~l~?~li_6 __ _ 
Item 
Labor income, dollars 
Receipts, dollars 
Expenses, dollars 
Farm income, dollars 
Farm income per ~~100 invested, dollars 
Receipts per $100 invested, dollars 
SIZE: 
Crop acres 
Crop acres and open pasture 
Total acres in farm 
Acres of crops 
Investment 
Work animals 
Man-work units, total 
Anime.l uni ts, productive 
PRODUCTIVITY: 
Crop yield index 
Cash crop yield index 
Lint cotton per acre, pounds 
Yield corn per acre, bushels 
Yield oats per acre, bushels 
Yield wheat per acre, bushels 
Yield hay per acre, tons 
Yield sweet potatoes per acre, bu. 
Dairy sales per cow, dollars 
Income per sow, dollars 
Egg income per hen, dollars 
LABOR EFFICIENCY: 
Man-work uni ts per man 
Percent work done by sharecroppers 
Horse-work units per horse 
LAND EFFICIENCY: 
Percent of farm in cropland and open 
pasture 
Acres of crops per cultivated acre 
DIVERSITY: 
Percent of receipts from cotton 
Percent of receipts from livestock 
Acres of cropland per animal unit 
Acres of open pasture per A. u. (c,:ttle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: 
Milk cows 
Other dairy cattle 
Beef cows 





6. J . A. Smith 
1. T. T. Traywick 
ti . J. 1N. Way 
9. J . T. Zeigler 
(6 ) 
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Agricultural engineering work during 1947 included soil conservation, 
farm building and equipment plans, and the care and repair of fa.rm machinery 
and equipmento 
Establishment of Soil Conservation Practices: Soil conservation work for 
the year was largely in cooperation with the AAA and the Soil Conservation 
Service. This work includes terracing, plannmng of water disposal systems, 
and terrace maintenance on farms in the county. Applications from farmers are 
on file for terracing and farm planning, lime, superphosphate, and pasture 
assistance. Pasture building continued to receive a :high priority and farmers 
were assisted in securing seed and advised as to establishment, care and manage-
ment of pastures throughout the year. Assistance was given in securing seed for 
2,000 farmers for soil building, pasture and gr~ing crops. The following is 
a summary of these aids: 





7 ,350 pounds 
35b ,6 73 pounds 




Summary of ::ioil Conservation 1Vork: A summary of soil conservation work 
in Orangeburg County is as follows: 
Extension Demonstrations Establishing Soil Conservation Practices 
Orangeburg County 
December 11 1946 - November 301 1947 
l. Permanent Pastures 00••••••0••0•••00000••••••00000 
2. Summer and Winter Annual Cover Crops 00 • 000 • 000 • 00 
3o Forestry Plantings 000•••00000000000•<>•••0•••·· ·•• 











Soil Conservation Work by ::ioil 
District Agreements Made 
Approved Rotations (Acres) 
Strip Rotation (Acres) 
Kudzu Planted (Acres) 
Sericea Lespedeza (Acres) 
Pasture Improvement (Acres) 
Trees Planted (Acres) 
Woodland Improvement (Acres) 
Terracing (Farmer Ewuipment) 
































Farm Buildings: Farm building plans prepared by the Ebctension . 
Agricultural Engineering Division were furnished to farmers for the construction 
of the following listed farm buildings: 
Summary Farm Building plans Furnished Fam.ers 
Kind of Plan 
Sweet ~otato Curing House (Block-Type) 
































Dynamite Ditching Demonstrations: Three dynamite ditching demonstrations 
were conducted on the farms of Hutto Bros • ., Providence, H. L. Wnisenhunt, Cope., 
and D. A. Graham of Holly Hill. These demonstrations 1vere conducted jointly 
by the Extension and Soil Conservation Services vd.th th~ local agricultural 
teachers cooperatingo 
Farmers were weli pleased with the results they observed in these 
demonstrations and as dynamite 1s available in quantity, more and more of 
this type work will be done. Several. requests are on file now for assistance in 
this type work. 
Electric Hotbeds: Three of these demonstrations were conducted i:llld are 
reported under Horticulture as they were for the purpose of growing sweet 
potatoe plants. 
Fam--:..~achinery: Farm machines of the various types are being purcha.sed 
by Orangeburg farmers as fast as available. For economical use and proi:er care, 
the County Farm Labor Assistant, has given considerable attention. His work 
deals with labor short-cuts through the economical use and care of farm machinesci 
Schools: One C,~bine ~chool and two Tractor schools were held d:br±ng 
the year. The attendance was good, especi:tlly at the tract,or sc!1ools and 




Agrono.tey" work in 1947 consisted of demonstrations and educational 
work with cotton, corn, small grains, grain sorghum, soil building crops, 
grazing crops and pastures. 
Miscellaneous Activities 
Fertilizer :Meetings: · A county-wide farmers meeting was held on 
fertilizer and outlook information during the month of Januaryo Elctension 
Specialists were p:i:,esent, and w.i.th the District Agent, gave talks on the 
above subjects. After this meeting, twelve community meetings were held 
in various parts of the county on these subjects. 
Cotton 
Five-Acre Improvement Demonstrationst Thirty-three Orangeburg Cowty 
farmers completed their five-acre cotton improvement demonstrations in 1947, 
and submitted records. A summary of these records follows: 
Summary .tf.esults Five...A.cre Demonstrations - 1947 
Lbs. 
Seed Lbs. Value Cost Net 
Name Cotton Lint Crop Prodo Profit Variety 
M. K. Antley b49!> 2345 96.3030 342.50 620.tsO c-1oo-i, 
J. w. Austin 9400 3400 1390.00 436.oo 9b0o00 c-100-w 
Gerald Cope 801:10 29oO 1304.00 429.5.5 1:174.45 c-100-w 
J.M. Cope 9550 3400 1417.37 454.79 962.56 c-100-w 
Mrs. Alberta B. Cope 9010 3250 13490/:SO 40tso01:! 941.72 C-100-W 
S. Bo Cope 9425 3425 J.404.50 435.43 969.07 C-1-00-W 
F. E. Cope 707.5 2550 10~~.Jl 398.88 660.43 c-100-w 
Eo A. Fogle 8610 3100 1329 • .50 !~55.35 874.15 c-100-w 
R • .L. Ashe 5850 . 2100 922.50 364.00 558.50 c-100-w 
M. B. Haigler 10790 3890 1706.50 000.4.5 1106.05 C-100~ 
T. E. Hayden, Jr. 7250 2000 1093.25 382.00 711.25 C-100-W 
To E. Hayden 7240 2~90 10ts9.ti5 375000 714.85 C-100-:W 
H. Ro Inabinet 7b60 2750 u55.95 404.65 751030 c-100..JN w. D. Moorer 9990 3580 1505.65 3913.83 1106.1:12 c-100;..w-
J. L. 0 1Cain 13370 41320 2023.5.5 595.tl5 1427.70 c-100-W 
M. B. Williams 11190 4010 1686050 5250.?6 llb0.94 C-100-W 
A. B. Ed.Wards 9815 3.515 1h1e.00 46lo0tl 1017.52 c-100-w 
J. W. Wczy- 9630 3420 1457.77 521 • .,5 930.22 C-100-W 
Ro D. Walker 5700 2050 &1.25 449.55 411.70 c-100-w 
7 2, -
Summary Results Five-Acre Demonstrations - 1947 (Cont'd) 
bs. 
Seed Lbs. Value Cost Net 
Name Cotton Lint Crop Prod. Profit Variety 
n. E. Walker 5750 2100 tl7@o25 353.33 524.92 c-100-w 
c. M. Walker 5490 1990 tlW.,..10 380070 463.40 c-100-w 
E. w. Parker 13970 5020 2109.55 519075 1589.tSo C-100-W 
E. w. f'arker 12890 4b40 184tso85 50tl.10 1340.7.5 c-100-w 
B. o. Brown 7590 2740 1149.tl.5 378.25 1n.60 c-100-W 
J .. B. Earley 8100 2950 1234.75 408075 ts26.00 .ClOO ~ 
J. B. Till 3725 1335 561.45 351.35 210.10 c-100-w 
J. M. Thomas 7320 2620 1102.30 402075 b99.55 c-100-w 
L. W. Smith 5630 2025 850.72 .362.10 488.62 C-100-W 
Mt's. Maude Smith 6615 2365 995.25 373.13 622.12 c-100-w 
L. R• Collier 1307., 4700 1995091 572.50 1423.u C-100-W 
L. Re Collier 12970 4620 1967.42 573.90 1393052 c-100-w 
Ho 1. Bookhart lll45 4020 lb87.42 443.07 1244.35 C-100-W 
H. L. Bookhart, Jr. ll58o 4130 1339.45 386.35 13.53.10 C-100..:W 
Tot 9,90105,0 o 43,770. 214,453.13 29,717.27 
Average per Acre 17b9o5 636.4 265.27 t:i7 • .';)8 lo0.10 
The five-acre cotton improvel'l'.ent cont,est lends a strong iIL-PJ..uence toward 
improving the length of staple and quality of" cotton produced in Orangeburg 
County. We did not have any extremely high yields but had good average cotton 
and cplendid interest in the contest. 
Improved seed: In the campaign for cotton improvement, cooperative 
orders of improved planting seed were conti..'l'lued th1.s year. Publicity was given 
this matter in order to secure the necessary good planting seedo As a result 
twenty f a.rmers and farmer su:12ly houses purchased /j .I bushels of improved 
seed of the Coker 100 Wilt- varj_ety· at a cost of 
The treating of cottonseed prior to planting is now an established 
practice in the county. The necessary publicity t,o call attention to this 




Corn production in Orangeburg County was better than averabe in 1947;-
however, yields are still too low. Mu.ch emphasis was placed on the use of 
more fertilizer, particularly nitrogen., closer spacing, and better c u1 tural 
methods during the year through demonstrations, publicity, and a county-
wide corn production contest. Some resu1ts or the yea.r•s work are: 
Summary or Corn Production Demonstrations 
!ield Cost cost 
Name Acres Per Acre Prodo Per Buo Value Profit 
M. Bo Williams 3.0 63.8 120.30 60.1¢ $426.60 $306030 
To S. Smoak 3.0 73.8 111.03 so.1¢ 49tl.15 387.12 
Me Ko Antley 3.0 10.5 123.03 58.1¢ 475.87 352.84 
Jo Bo Earley 3.0 85.8 180a30 10.0¢ .579.15 39tl.85 
J. B. Earley 3.0 59.9 lll.73 62.2¢ 404.32 292059 
Jo Bo Earley 3.0 78.1 111030 4705¢ 527.17 415.87 
Jo Lo Fairey 3.0 77o2 124039 53.7¢ 521033 396094 
J. To Zeigler 3.0 97.1 137 .tl3 4703¢ 6!:>!:>o42 517059 
D. Eo Walker 3o0 55.0 89.bO 54.2¢ 371025 281.65 
R. M. Gramling., Sro 3.0 73.0 94015 4300¢ 492.75 398.60 
R. n. Walker 3.0 55e0 89.60 5403¢ 37102!:> 281.65 
c. To Ulmer 3o0 38.6 79.58 68.7¢ 260.55 180.47 
Cop. ](V'ers 3o0 88114 96015 3602¢ 596060 500.45 
Bo Ao Singletary 3.0 67o4 8.5065 4204¢ 454.95 369030 
Earl Smoak 3.0 6lo5 84.63 45.9¢ 415012 330.49 c. Lee Gramling 3o0 121.0 104005 2807¢ 816075 7120 70 c. Lee Gramling 3o0 93o0 105.32 3807¢ 628067 .523.3.5 
Co Lee Gramling 3o0 .53.8 109082 68.0¢ .3o.3.15 253.33 
J. C. Rast 3o0 23o2 86075 12406¢ 156.60 69.85 
Sheldon B. Cope 3.0 37.8 119.94 105.8¢ 2.5.5015 135021 
Mrs. Alberta B. Cope 3.0 29.7 73022 8202¢ 200047 127.25 
Go Bo Patrick 3o0 49.1 104.93 7604¢ 308092 203.99 
G. B. Patrick 3.0 57.8 109.43 63.1¢ 390.15 280.72 
Roger ·L. Bull 3o0 76ol 86.45 37-9¢ 513.67 427.22 
Jo W. Way 3.0 90.3 122.88 4.5o4¢ 609052 48bo64 
J. Wo Wey 3.0 77o7 98.90 42.4¢ 524.l.i.7 425057 
Jolm Fairey 1.0 75.4 30.36 40o3¢ 169065 139.29 
J. B• Earley 800 59.9 232005 48ci4¢ 1078020 846.15 
John Fairey loO 67.2 38.9.3 57.9¢ 151.20 ll2.27 
Jolm Fairey 1.0 77.9 34.Bl 5207¢ 175.27 130.46 
John Fairey 1.0 60.9 35.43 53.0¢ 150.52 ll.5o09 
John Fairey 1.0 6600 34.81 52.7¢ 148050 ll3o69 
John Fairey loO 9006 35081 39.5¢ 203085 168.~ 
J. T. Zeigler 17.0 87.9 700005 46.8¢ 3362.17 2662012 
Total 109.0 39CJ.3o2l l7257o36 0343.6~ 
Average Per Farm 5.4 195.16 862086 667018 
Avore per acre (yield) 
Avf;jr. value per acre 
Aver. cost per bushel 
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County Aver. buo per acre 19 
County Aver. vaJ..ue per acre $38 000 
. These demonstrations shmv some progress in growing corn profitably and 
the infonnation obtained will be used in planning corn work for 1948. I.ay 
of the corn demonstrators this yea:r were enrolled in a county-wide 3- Acre 
Corn Contest sponsored by ~huler & Smoak, SeedSl!len of Orangeburg. 
- jl -
COUNTY-WI!)F. 3-ACRE C~PRODUCTION CONTEST 
In an effort to increase interest and thereby increase yield p~r acre 
of corn in Orangeburg Count,y, a 3-Acre Corn Production Contest was conducted. 
The contest, under the supervision of the Extension ~ervico, was sponsored 
financially by Shuler & Srno~, bePdsmen of 01•a:ngeburg. Five prize11 were 
offered by the sponGor as follows: 1st prize ... $1.00.00 in cash; 2nd pr-.tze -
$75.00 in ca.sh; 3rd, 4th, and 5th prizes - $25.00 in merchandise for each. 
RESULTS OF CONTEST 
Cost Yield Cost 
Name . Acres Per Acre Prod. Per Bu • Value Prof:tt 
c. Lee Gram.Ling 3.0 121.0 104.0.5 28.7¢ 816.75 712.70 
J. T •. Ze1gle:r 3.0 97.1 1.37.83 47.3¢ 655.LL2 577.59 
C. Lee Gramling 3.0 93.0 105.,32 Jd.7¢ b28.67 523.35 
3. 1!f. Way 3.0 90.3 122.tlB 45.4¢ b09~52 4ts6.64 
c. p. iuers 3.0 tm.4 96.15 36.2¢ 596.60 500.45 
J.B. Ear,ley 3.0 85otl um.30 70.0¢ 579.15 39tlo85 
J. B. Earley 3.0 ?tl.l 111.30 47.5¢ 527.17 415.87 
J. 11. Way 3o0 77.tl 9tl.90 42.4¢ 524.47 425.57 
J. L• Fairey 3.0 77o2 124.39 53.1¢ 521.33 J9bo94 
Roger L. Bull 3o0 7bol 86.45 37.9¢ 513.b7 427.22 
T. ~. Smoak 3.0 7308 m.03 50.1¢ 49tl.l5 3tl7ol2 
R. M. Grar.J..ing, Sr. 3.0 73.0 9h.15 h3.0¢ 492.75 398.bct' 
:r..:. K. /.ntlcy 3.0 70.5 123.02 ;,8.1¢ 475.1)7 3;,2.t54 
Bo A. Sing~etary 3.u b7.4 85065 42.4¢ 45L!.9S 3b9.30 
Mo B. W1lliams 3.0 b3.8 120.30 b0.1¢ 426.,60 306.30 
Earl .:imoak 3.0 61.5 tl4.63 45.,~¢ 415.12 330.1..i9 
J. B. ,t!;arley 3.0 59.9 111. 73 62.2¢ 404.32 292.59 
G. B. Patrick 3o0 57.1) 109.43 bJ.1¢ 390.15 280072 
D. E. Yfalker 3.,0 5,.0 tl9.b0 54.2¢ 371.25 281.65 
R. D. walker 3.,0 55.0 tl9ob0 5403¢ 371.25 281.b5 
c. Lee Gramling 3.0 53.8 109.82 68.0¢ )b3.15 253.33 
Cu B. Patrick 3.0 49.1 104.93 7b.L~¢ 308.92 203.99 
c. T. U1mer 3.0 38.6 79.58 68.7 206.55 180.47 
Sheldon Bo Cope 3.0 37.8 ll9o94 10506¢ 255.1., 135.21 
Mrs. Alberta Cope 3.0 ,9,,7 - 73022 82.2¢ 200.J..i.7 127 e12S 
J. c. Rast 3.0 23.2 tl6. 75 124.6¢ 156.60 69otl5 
Total 7ts.o 2, 7bO.?b 
Average Per Fann IS,424.bO 9,05b.$ )•9 I)B.oo 77I.I2 45~.82 
Average yield per acre 75.63 
Average value per acre $197075 ,, 
Average cost per bushel 50.2¢ 
- ..,2 -
HYBRID CORN IN 3-ACRE CONTEST -----
A number of hybrid corns were planted by ,3-Acre Corn Cou.t.estants and a 
sumnary is given to show yields obtained. 
Name 
J. T. Zeiglt::ir 
J. VI. ay 
J. B. Earley 
J. W. Way 
(1 
Roger L. Bull 
G. B. Patrick 
Dan E. Walker 
Ro D. Walker 
Co T. Ulmer 
Variety Yield per Acre 
Funk's G-717 97.1 
Wood's S~lO 90o3 
Wood's S-.315 8508 
Funk's G-717 77.7 
Fun.kl S G-7J.4 76ol 
McCurdy's Yellow 59.1 
N. c. -2b 57.B 
Wood's S-31~ 5~.o 
Woodts S-315 55oO 
Wood•s s-.315 .38.0 
Average yie.J.d for Hybrids 69o3 
Remarks 
Slight weevil 
damage in field 
Slight weevil 
damage in field 
Slight weevil 
damage in field 
Slight weevil 
damage in field 
Slight weevil. 
damage in field 
Very little field 
damage 
Slight weevil 
damage in field 
Slight We8Vl.l. 
damage in field 
Slight weevil 
damage in field 
Heavy field weevil 
damage 
All hybrids are far from being weevil resistant in the field. Obser-
vation indicates that it is not sa.ie for a farmer to plant his entire crop 
in hybrid varieties. Hybrids fit in for early feeding or hogging downJ 
otherwise, they should be harvested early and immedi§tely treated against 
weevils. 
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OPEN FOLLlliATING VARmTIEs IN 3-ACRE CONTEST 
To eompare yields of open pollinating varieties of corn used in the 
3-Acre Corn Contest with hybrid varieties the following summary is made or 
open pollinating varieties: 
Name 
C. t. Gramling 
Co L. Gramling 
c. P. Meyers 
J.B. Earley 
Jo L• Fairey 
To So Smoak 
Roy M. Gramling., Sro 
M. Ko AntJ.ey 
Ben A. Singletary 
Mo B. Williams 
Earl Smoak 
c. L. Gramling 
G. B. Patrick 
Sheldon B. Cope 
Mrs. Alberta B. Cope 
Jo C. Rast 
Yie 














Douthit•s Yellow Prolific 
















Douthit 1s Prolific 23.2 
Average Yield for Open Pollinsting 
Corns b6.J 























Ruined by Drought 
This demonstration 'Which is included in the corn production summary 
received cyanamid as the cource of Nitrogeno 
Name 
Fert. at planting Kind and amt. Lbso Yield £i~!~er J;l8r acre Nito Eer acre Nit. fer Ai 
Jolm L. Fairey llO# 3-9-9 40# Ca.lnitro (llo5) 75414 40.3 
II If If 200# 3-9-9 (1';)0# 4-10-6 
(250# Cyanamid (b3e5) ,73.2 55o4 
II II II 200# 3-9-9 (150# 3-9-9 
(300# Cyanamid (72.3) 8lo3 53.7 
,, 
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HIGH NITROGEN DEMONSTRATION (CONT'D) -
The results of this demonstration were carefully checked and do not 
show a great difference in yields, due to the high state of cultivation of 
the soil used. 
3-ACRE I S FERTILIZED ~ CYANAMID 
Name Fert. at planting -----------










Cyanamid as a source of Nitrogen in corn growing is gaining inp)pularlty 
in the county. Some farmers apply the ciJanamid prior to planting wil:ile others 
top-<iressed by applying with distributor in the middle of the row when the 
corn is still small, pr~ferabl.y around lmee high. 
VARIETY COMPARISON TO SIZE OF EAR 
(26 - 3-,\ Com Contest Demonstrations) 
Variety Weight of 50 Ears (Pounds) 
Hastings Prolific 
Own Seed (White) 
Douthits Prolific (6 yrs. from breeder) 
Coker1s E.1.lis (own selection) 
Coker 1s Ellis (own selection) 
Douthits Yellow Prolific 




Douthits (own selection) 
Coker•s Ellis 
Douthits Prolific 
Douthits Yellow l'rolific 
Douthits Yellow Prolific 
Coker•s El.lis 
Wooo1 s s.:..210 (Hybrid) 
Funk1s G-717 (Hybrid) 
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VARIETY COJv.ll>ARISON TO SIZE Of EAR (CONT'D) 
Variety 
McCurdy's Yellow (HYt>rid) 
Wood1s S-315 (Hybrid) 
Funk's G-717 (Hybrid) 
Wood 1s S-315 (Hybrid) 
Wood's s-3i~ (Hybrid) 
No c.-2b (Hybrid) 
Funk's G-714 (Hybrid.) 







Some farmers normally dislike very small ears of corn and for this 
reason the above summary was made. There are, of course, numerous factors 
such as rate of fertilization, amount of rainfall, etc. to help determine 
ear size. Hovrever, aJ.J. contest plots were reasonably well fertilized and 
we feel that the results obtained will in a general way indicate ear size 
by variety. 
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Wood 1s S-315 
Funk:1s G-717 





Width 01' Row 
3 to 3.5 .ft. 
Jo6 "JtO 4 fto 












































Yield per Acre 
227.0 
The above summary shows that farmers are genera1ly going to 3o5 ft. 
rovrs or less. There are too .few records in other groups to show comparable 
yields. 
· Amount of Nitro gen 
Oto 25 lbs. 
25 to 50 lbs. 





Yield per Acre 
Figures for under 2!, lbs of ffJ.trogen are not comparable since due to 
weather eoncb.tions, etc., none of the high yields of the contest were in 
this groupo 
Grain Sorghums 
Both ·the taJ.l growing and the combine types were grown with success 
this season. Grain sorghums shm'I' coruliderable merit when planted, fertilized, 
and ha~dled properly. 
Hegari, the taJ.l growing sorghum, was pl3nted for grazing beef and dairy 
cattle and farmers well pleased with the crop. The combine types, Caprock 2.nd 
Martin ts Combine Ml.lo, were plan tea for seed product:J..on and for poultry f eed. 
These combme types have a definite place, but are not as satisfactory for grazing 
purposes as the hega.ri. More pounds of feed can be grown per acre i"lith hegari, 
and the crop lends itself well to field grazi..~g, also. 
Results of the demonstrations completed in 1947 are self--explanatory 
ana are listed as follows: 
Summary of Hegari and Combine Type .Uemonstrations-191+7 
No. s. 
No. Seeded 
Demonstrator Acres Per Acre 
J. n. Bates 
Bo B. W"l.lli ams 








Value Cost Profit 
1,250.00 ;>~4.37 b5~obJ 
700.00 237a~O 4o2oSO 







Jo D. Bates 
B. B. Williams 
Totals 






::i., 900.00 ,36'1.12 538.8ts Combine 
Milo 





All demonstratmrs were well pleased with hegari for grazing, esperliaJ.ly 
for grazing beef cattle as the fodder and stalks as well as the grain a.re 





Pennanent Pastures I Farmers are becaning more and more in'berested 
in pennanent pasture development and requests are continually arriving for 
assistance. The assistance wanted is that of pasture site selection and 
methods of establishing grasses and le5umes, together with fertilizer 
reconnnendations. 
Seventeen different completed pennanent pasture demonstrations covering 
JbO acres were conducted. Some of these pastures are well established and 
represent good pasture management since first seeded. A summary of these 
follows: 
Smnmary of Pennanent ~asture Demonstrations 
s Grasses 
No. Livestock Clovers 
Demonstrator Acres Grazed oeeded Observation 
J. L. McLean 9 15 l ton lime, Dallis-Kobe Good 4th 
30C#Super- Lespedeza year grazing 
phosphate-1946 Vlo Dutch Clover 
300# 3-9-9,1947 and other clover 
in mixture 
J. T. Zeigler 3 8 100# N. of Soda Dallis-Kobe Excellent 
200/I Basic slag Lespedeza, White Soda 
100# Muriate of Dutch and Ladino 
Potash annually Clover 
H. L. Whisenhunt 17 25 500# li-10-<> Bermuda-Dallis Excellert 
1947 Lespedeza & .1:'asture 
White Clover 
B. B • Williams 10 1.5 150# Mun.ate of Bermuda Good Sod 
Potasn, 3UO# Lespedeza Escellent 
Superphosphate 4th yr. past 
F. D. Evans 5 4 300# Super- Bermuda-Dallis Good 
phosphate 100# & Lespedeza 
muriate of Pot-
ash 
N. E. ByTd 40 35 1 ton lime Dallis-Lespedeza Fair grazing 
per acre and rye grass 
J. T. Zeigler 15 2.5 100# N. of Soda w. D. Clover Excellent 200/I Slag Dallis Lespedeza 
100# M. of Potam 
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Summary of Pemanent Pasture Demonstrations (Contd) 
Grasses & 
Noo Acres Livestock Clovers 
Demonstrator Grazed .:>eeded Observation 
T. T. Trqwick 50 75 2';,0# Super- Dallis- Good 
phosphate, 100# Lespedeza 
M. of Potash Wo D. Clover 
Eo B. Mack 10 15 1 ton lime-!946 Betmuda- Good 2nd 
500# 3-9-9, 1911> Kobe Les ... yr. pa:iture 
40CJf 3-9-9, 1947 pedeza 
E. B• Mack 43 30 1 ton lime-1946 Complete Perfe«. 
5(X)# 3-9-9, 1946 Sod of Ber- stand of 
400/I 3-9-9, 1947 mud.a & Kobe Bermuda wh 




J. A• Smith 25 20 300# 4-10-6 Bemuda & Fair 
Lespedeza 
s. s. Lee 13 12 500/I Super- Da..Llis- Good 
phosphate fall of Kobe Les-
1946, 400# 3-9-9 pedeza & 
Spring of 194 7 w. D. Clover 
-Earl Smoak 40 25 500# Super- Lespedeza Good 
phosphate, 100# Bermuda, Dallis 
Mo of Potash & Carpet 
T. s. Smoak 20 20 1 ton lime, 1946 Dallis- Outsta1ding 
400# .::iu.per- Lespedeza. 4th yro sod 
phosphate 
100# M. of Potash 
1947 
Jo D. Bates 40 50 800# 3-9-9 Dallis- 1st- 2nd & 
Bermuda- 3rd yn sod w. D. Clover all good 
Lespedeza 
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8-ary of Permanent Pasture Demonstrations (Contd) 
s 
Livestock 
Demonstrator !11 00 Acres Grazed 
M. Bo Williams 10 1.5 l ton lime 
500# super-
phosphate 

















itN'o E. Byrd Special ~tate Pasture Demonstration - Reported Separately 
Soil sampl.es were ta.ken and recommendations made on seventeen farms for 
pasture seeding, fertilization and management. 
Permanent Pasture nemonstration With ~tate Pasture Committee 
On No E. Byrd's farm at Branchville, a permanent pasture demonstration 
consisting of six one-acre plots was set up in cooperation with the 8tate 
Pasture Connnittee. 
This demonstration was rather detailed and is therefore reported 
separate from the regul.ar pasture work in the col.mtyo 
The following pages will show a diagram of the demonstration and an 
observation made by representatives of the state Pasture Conmrittee on 'Ju:ly: .28~ 
Soil Tests were ma.de in early ~eburcU"IJ of 194b on these plots and the soil 
reaction ran from a pH of bo30 to 6.e5~ Tests were made again on November 1,th, 
1946 and the soil reaction ran from a pH of ~.~5 to 7.bO and test this sumner 
ran from a pH of ~.40 to b.~o. 
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County Orangeburg Farm N. E. Byrd Location 3 miles NW Branchville 








I April 1J , 1946 
2~8 lbs or
1
soda to Acr 
I 
I . 
Feb. 11 Feb . 11, · I Feb . 11, 
1946 1946 I 1946 
\\ 1 ton Lim 1 ton 
Lime 







( · (50%) 
Plot #4 
I 
500 l bs l 500 lbs. 
.Superphc&-j Superphos-
phate phate 
Plot #3 Plot #2 










HO TREAT .IBNT 
-------------
April 15 1946 
218 lbs of Soda to Acre 
Feb . 11 , 1946 





Feb . 11, 
1_500 lbs . 






(--23 yd5---7 23 yds.-5 3 yds .~ ~23 yds . 
Plot #.5 
r-40yds~ ~40 ydf1 .-.·.[ 
.... 
REMARKS : Superphosphate 20%, Muriate of Potash: .50% ~ 
All plots had 1 ton of Line in 194.5. . - 2nd year treatment 
Observation by State Pasture Committee o-2o-47 o following pages. 
Further treatments to be ·outl.i.ned and made in Febru of 1948 0 
.OBSERVATID::::;N:.::S:.:t_ ...-=.;PA;.:,;;S:.:TUR.::.:;.;;E:...;:..DEMO=:;.;.N.;...STR&.~T.;;.;l~P_N 
Count:.r R n.~ __ or~an=-g~e=b=ur=g.._ ____ F~-vi:i N, ~. D.U~ _ _____ Location _3 miles SW Branchvill~ ..i.t-'S=•=--0.::...::c•---
Soil Type Coxvi 11 a. (r ,eaf') ___ Upl and or Bot tortland Bottomland. Da te Est ablished ~--
Dat e Che cked"-· · _..;.,7/._2_tl..L./...;4_,_7 _ _ __ 0b s erver H. A. Woodle other Obs er:-ver s - -- ·---- s. A. Redfearn ·--- ·---=--. c...- - ~. - ---- - · -
E : 90-100 VG: 80- 90 G: 70- 80 S : 60- 70 . P : 40-60 F : Failure - None 
-=P=l=o=t::t=:::::::::::::::::::::::==::::i:;:::::==== Gr ;ss-; s- - - - ·----- . - - -----·Legumes--~~-~-·- -~~-~~ -~-·-c-o~o.i t i-1:>n---. ...:::-..::::::.-_--"=.=.=.=.-=.-::-_-::..-::: 
'J m t t , ""'' Whi~ e I I 
1
J · Ill' r ee I Av er age 1 o " 1.rea r.1en --· . , , 
, T"81l.:is iOroet. Av. , ~:c er.1.m ·,,,,.. Av. Vi g?r Weeds I Av. Rat;i.ng 
- ~ I I I I 
I p I s I VG l G ,i s,' 1 LPK G s 
2 LP G s ·--
3 L G s 
4 LK G I s --- .----=-:.- - -
' Basic Slag & 5 T( p G 
6 
l l p G 
, G --+4---l--~--+--.;._·-+---+---+- s 
_..,._ _ _ .,_ _ _._ __ ..._ __ ,.__G _ -~._ __ F--1-------+-- +---l- J _ _ J _ lw_b_ _ _fj__L_ 
I I I, l i :1 
---++---=--~-----+-++.;::.o---i...i-:s::-+....:..· -=-F-1---+- -+----+
1 
_____ r-4---r_-i-.vo . ~ .. 11 _$___:_ 
I 1 , I 11 . I I r- Tu l i G s F I I' ~ I VG I R Ii R I 
_ I____ ; s s ,., . ---+ --- -~I p 1- ~1~1~-----
Basic Slag 
Check 
1 s p F l p ! p . I .. VG s _11 
----11-------4-+--- -+----+---li-----ll---4---1 I I 
[ I i . 
s 
7 . (No Treatment : p G S SF Pl P lvG1 S 
---4-----44---4-~--+---4-----+---1 -M---+-~--+--r----t----t----1---+1,"i,--· ----r-,--t,--tt-l ---i 
_:-+-----1-4--r- -----.. --i- -- --- ---~- -----4-1~··-=-........ _- -=·-M--,· . - i--__ · .... .-_-~_--- -~~=-r-~ 
s 
1 0 . I __ ..,.. .. .-~-~.._!lllnj_ll!liii:::------~-4--~--+1 __ .L-,_~L-.___J..._ --4._ ~--+--+-- -"'- - -1.i . ·--- ___ J. . . ·- r+--- -4--·- ·----, -· ,. 
Ranarks t Pasture is very 'badly over- grazedo Application of fertilizer has apparently been exhausted as indicatd 
by poor vigor of . grasses and lespedeza. Observed effect or 1946 application of fertilizer aid not carry over 




From smaJ.l "Home-use" patches to several one-acre size fields on most 
farms represent the sugar cane for syrup production in the county. The van.ety 
most widely grown is the C0-290, which was introduced in tne Couir~r fbur"'years 
ago. Some farmers, however, still plant the old original 11Blue Ribbon11 and a 
few the new variety, C. P. 3~-;,llo 
Cost records on two suear cane demonstrations were kept and are listed 
as follows: 
Demonstrator 
R. L. Ashe 







Sugar Cane Demonstrations 
No. Gals. Total TotaJ. 
Produced Value Cost Profit 
l;,O 375.00 lb4.15 285.85 
1>0 37.5.00 153.35 259.15 
300 750.00 317050 545.00 
Soil Improvement 
Soil Building Crops: Work 'W:i. th soil building crops consisted of 




Publicity through commu.ru.ty and ne1ghborhood cCID.Illl.tteemen, newspaper and 
personal contacts, was used as a means of getting this program across to farmers. 
As a result, farmers were assisted in purchasing cooperative~ the following 
listed legume seeds: 
Austrian Winter Peas and Dixie wonder peas oo••• 35b,b13 pollllds 
Blue Lupine ••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15,900 pounds 
Vetch o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 134,470 pounds 
Lespedeza ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••7,JSO.pounds 
Most of the lespedeza seed planted were bought through local dealers 
this year as they all featured these seed this time., 
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Small Grains 
Oats Productiona Eight oats production demonstrations were completed and 
the summary is given in the following table: 
Summary Oats Demonstrations na. Cost 
Per Per 
Name Variety Acres Yield Acre Cost Bushel Value Profit 
John L. Fairey c. Fulgrain 20 6.54 32.2 459.00 71.2; 4.38.bO -20.1io 
John David Bozard Victorgt,ain 10 550 .5.5 217.40 39.5¢ 49.5.00 277.60 
Tom Traywick Victorgrain 31 1240 40 1010.70 81 • .5¢ 1240000 230.00 
R• E. Till C. Fulgrain 5 22.5 45 142.47 63.3¢ 202.50 60.03 
J. B. Earley c. Fulgrain 12 480 40 289.50 60.3¢ 4Bo.oo 200.50 
B. B. Williams c. Fulgrain 10 400 40 243.20 60.8¢ 360.00 116.Bo 
Marvin Davis Victorgrain 25 550 22 624.35 111.7¢ 467.50 -156.80 
J. T. Zeigler c. Fulgrain 4 280 70 133.70 47.4¢ 490.00 3.56.30 
Totals ll7 4370 3120.23 q173.601064.03 
Average Per Acre 37.3 26.66 6700¢ 35.67 9.09 
Oats is the No. 1. winter grain and grazing crop in Orangeburg County. 
Fertilizing 'W:i. th a complete fertilizer at seeding time is showing increased yields 
and more of our farmers are adopting this practice. Then, too, the case in which 
oats production lends itself to mechanized farming makes it a popular crop, 
especially where labor is short. 
Wheat Production: Seven wheat production demonstrations were completed and 
are reported as iollows t 
Summary Wheat Demonstrations rta. Cost 
Per Per 
Name Variety' Acres Yield Acre Cost Bushel Value Profi 
John L. Fairey c. Hardired 6 123 20.5 159.88 129.9¢ 233.70 73.8 
Tom Tr~ck Redheart 6 120 20 158. 40 132.0¢.: 300.00 141.6 
H. E. ill Red.heart 5 110 22 1.39.08 126.4¢ 247.50 108.4 
Jo B. Earley C. Bardired 3 63 21 75096 120.5¢ 141. 7.5 65.1 w. c. Bates Hardired 7 231 33 139.90 60.5¢. .577050 437 06 
Bo B. Williams Hard.ired 14 168 12 368.45 213~3¢ 420.00 51.5 
J. T. Zeigler Hardired 15 180 12 .569.15 316.lt 450.00 -n9.1 
Totals 56 995 1610.82 2370.45 
l'lierage Per Acre 11.1 28.16 156.9¢ 42.33 
Wheat in ti.me past was not considered of commercial importance in Orangeburg 
County. In 1944, there were 61 048 acres planted to wheat and a harvested yield of 
92,803 bushels (1945 .Census). This year we estimate that 71 000 acres were planted 
and the above SUIJlillary shows some of the results . The 19L4 average yield was 
approximately 16 bushels per acre and the six demonstrators ranged from 15 to 40 
bushels per acre. This increase is due to better seed, better fertilization and 
more attention and care to the crop. Except for mildew no wheat diseases were 
encountered,tbis yea:ro 
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Barley Demonstrations: It was once thought that barley would not 
produce well in this area of the state, but farmer demonstrators have definitely 
proven barley can be successfully grown if proper cultural practices are followed 
coupled with good seed and liberal fertilization. 
Results of three demonstrations this year are as follows: 
194,7 Barley Demonstrations 
fid. Cost 
Per Per 
Demonstrator Variety Acres Yield Acre Cost Bushel Value 
Hooded Barley 14 560 40 405.12 72.3¢ 1260.00 




John Do Bozard 
cbhn L. Fairey 
Tom Tr~ 
Wong 
Marretts 45 1800 40 1282.00 70.1¢ 3600.00 2318. 
Awnless 
Totals 63 2470 
• • 
Rye Demo~trations: Results of two demonstrations this year are as follows t 
1947 Rye Demonstrations na. Cost 
Per Per 
Demonstrator Variety Acres Yield Acre Cost Bushel Value Profi 
H. E. Till Ecy-e ~5 75 15 136.83 182.4¢ 225.00 88.1 
B. B. Willians Ob. 25 500 20 647.00 129.4¢: 1250.00 603. 
Tota.la JD 515 783.83 ll475.oo 
Xverage Per 2tcre !9.I ~6.1~ 15;.9¢, 49o~ 
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Legumes for seed, Hey-, and Soil Btu.ld.ing 
Legumes for Hay: Two demonstrations of legume hay production were 
completed in l94'f ,nth results as follows: 
Legumes for Hay Demonstrations 
Kind of Yield, Total 
Demonstrator Legmne Acreage Tons Value Cost Profit 
B. Bo Wi.LLiams Cowpeas 35 26 1/4 1050.00 565.10 484o9U 
J. D. Bates Lespedeza 18 13 1/2 540.00 25tl.b.5 281.35' 
Total.:> jJ 39 3/4 1590~00 823.75 766025 
Average per acre .75 30.00 15.54 14.).i6 
Cowpea hay seems to be gradually fading out of the picture and being re-
placed by lespedeza and soybeans o Cowpea hay iD usually coarse and hard to cure 
whilt:l lespedeza, on the other hand, is quickly and easily cured. This one fact 
is doing much to push the cowpea hay production from Orangeburg fanns. Al.:,o 
the ·price of cowpea seed has been out of line with some of the other legume 
hay seeds. 
Legumes for seeu: Generally soybeans are gro11m in the County for hey, 
soil building, and grazing livestock, but each year a few farmers harvest the 
crop for seed. There is more interest in the seed productj.on of soybeans tnis 
year than ever before due to interest on the part of the local oil m:1.11 for beans 
for crushing. We believe this interest will grow and are therefore reporting 
results made by one of our demonstrators in 1947. Also one report on covrpeas 
grown and seed·hm-veoted. 
Soybeans and Cowpeas for oeed Demonstrations in 1947 
(Bu) Yield per 
Demonstrator variety Acres Yield Acre (Bu.)Cost Value Profit 
Bo B. Williams Coi'Vpeas 45 360 ti 913. 75 1t100.oo 8&>.25 B. B. Williama Soybeans 6.5 1170 18 12.56,95 4095.00 2838.05 Tof:als no I530 2!70.70 589;.oo 3724.30 1119rage per acre l4 I9o7J ~3.59 ))otl6 
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Animal Husbandry 
The extension agents directed their efforts to continue improving the quality 
ox livestock as well as assist in keepfng good marketing facilitieso 
The Orangeburg Livestock Association and the ora.ngebure Fat Cattle 
Shem and oale a.re meRns by which these goals are soughto Two livestock auction 
markets and two daily cash markets (packing plants) operate in the count.r 
in addition to the Association of the fat cattle and hog show and saleo 
Swine 
Work with hogs in 1947 included the placing of purebred gilts -and boars 
as well as market.ing. Even though feed prices were high, c::-farmers continued 
to produce in a limited way and to sell throughout the year. 
Purebred Ri~es: In the campaivi to improve the quality of hogs erovm 
in the county, ibwo Hampshire Breeders Sales were held and on of these was a 
Brecd~JPe Conference and SaJ.e of Ha.11Ipshires. The total purchases of pure-
bred boa.rs in the county during the year shO\'T tha-t. farmers and club boys 
purchased animals ci New blood lines in the several breeds of hogs have been 
purchased by farmers from proven herds in other hog areas. The table for 
plRcing of purebred boars and gilts is given as follows: 
Record of Purebred Boars and Gilts Placed j_n 1947 
No. No. No. Farmers 
Name of Farmer or Sale Boars Bilts Breed Served 
Jano 20- Gao-Carolina Sale 18 Hampshire 4 
Feb. 3, Hampshire Sale 2 21 Hampshire ll 
Feb. 5, N. E. Byrd 1 Spotted p. Co 1 
Feb. 5, Riand China .:iale - Moss 8 Poland China 4 
Febo 5, T. E. Hayden 1 Berkshire 1 
Jan. 251 Berkshire t>ale 2 Berkshire 2 
Sept. 91 Hampshire Con.f. & t>ale 1 7 Hampshire 6 
Totals 5 56 29 
The above is only a partial listing of the many purebred boars and gilts 
that were brought in the county during 1947. The need for good blooded animals 
in an expanding livestock program such as now in effect in Orangeburg County is 
recognized and farmers are constantly inquirl.ng where these animals can be pur-
chasedo OUr records do not show the transfers made through this means 0 
,-
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SW:ine Breeders in County 
Name Section Breed 
T. T. Traywick Cope, s. c. Berkshire 
John Lo Fairey Cameron,::>. Co Berkshire 
Co Y. Mccants Cameron, s. c. Chester White 
W. I. Rush., Jr. Holly Hill, s. c. Duroc Jersey 
C. Lo Gramling Orangeburg Hampshire 
Bo B. Williams Norway Hampshire 
Jo C. Williams Norvray Hampshire 
Woodrow Bozard Cope Duroc Jersey 
J. Lo Gramling Orangeburg Tannvorth 
)l. La otCain Orangeburg Spotted Ri.and China 
J. I. ".Vashington Orangeburg Hampshire 
In ad.di tion to the breeders listed above, many farmers keep one or 
more purebred gilts and rai.se t.he:t.r needs and supply some to neighbors. 
A Hampshire oa].e and later the Ga.-Carolina Breed Type Conf'erence Sh01f 
and Sale were held in Orangeburg in 194 7 o The swine interest in tlu.s area 
makes Orangeburg a desirable place for purebred hog sales. 
Hog Marketing: The Orangeburg Livestock Marketine Association con-
tinued its operation in marketing in 1947. Since all restrictions were lifted 
volume was heavy. 
The Association operates from July 1st to June 3oth and the latest 
figures will represent up to July 1st, 1947. The commission paid in thie year 
were held as a reserve and the Association now has a working fund of $121 24tl.33o 
This amount represents unpaid dividends out of the 1% charged for handling the 
marketing operation. Normally, the Association is operated on one-half of one 
percent. 
The following table is a sunnnary of cooperative shipments of hogs made 
since the Association was organized in March ov 1937. 
Summary of Hog Shipments, 1937-1947 
Year No. Shippers 
March 24, 1937 to 
No. Hogs Total W'e1ght Tota! Returns 
June 30., 1937 31b 2.,285 l.µ9,.366 36,982.82 
July 11 1937 to 
June 30, 193tl 668 10,3.?0 1,909,215 155,427.29 
JuJ.y 1, 1938 to 
June 1., 1939 3,481 21.,821 4.,208,584 295,02!~0 33 
July 1, 1939 to 
June 30, 1940 2,b19 lo., 7b2 3,093,686 175.,20,?o28 
July 1, 1940 to 
June 30, 1941 2,90b 17,523 3,320,~1 235,584003 
• 
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Swmna.ry of Hog Shipments, 1937-1947 (Contd) 
Year No. ,~hippers No. Hogs Total Weight Total J!eturns 
July 1, J.941. to 
June JO, 1942 3,893 22,453 4,339,205 4&>, 743,Jo 
July 1, 1942 to 
June 30, 1943 2,942 19,o50 3,801,040 53!. 959. 72 
July 1, 1943 to 
June 30, 1944 2,708 17,79/j 3,015,435 457,024.11 
July 1, 1944 to 
June 30, 194.5 2,683 18,094 3,494,4/jO ~90,505.00 
July 1, 1945 to 
4,093 June 30, 194.b 7o5 829,455 118,392.75 
tTuly 1, 1946 to 
June 30, 1947 1,023 ll233o 2,28.5,lj20 .514,420.9/j 
Totals 24,0b4 lb2,171 31,311,333 32500i 27t.>.b7 
Copy of statement of Orangeburg Livestoclc Association At Close 
of Business June 30,. 1947 --------------
Income and Focpense .::itatement 
July 1, 1946 to .fune 30, 1947 
INCOME1 
Proceeds from sale of hogs 
PURCBASES1 
Paid to Producers for Hogs 
GJtOSS PROFIT ON TRADING: 
Commissions Deducted 










Hoze and nozzle 4.20 
Auditing Books 10.00 
Printing Checks 15.95 
Contribution 250000 















Miscellaneous: During the year the Uounty Agent's office assisted 
65 dii'ferent farmers in getting 506 hogs vaccjnated against Cholera. This 
help was made available by the State Veterinaria'rl. other hog growers used 
the services of private veterinarians in treating their hogs for Cholera0 
Hampshire tial.e and Breed 'lype Conference: A Hampshire Hreeders• sale 
was held in Orangeburg on February 3,and on September 8 and 9 the Gao-
Carolina Breed Type Conference bhow and :::iale. The Agents• participated in all · 
arrangements for and through both events. 
Other tialm Orangeburg Farmers Participated in: Orangeburg farmers 
purchased purebrea animals in the i' allowing sales: Gaj -Carolina Hampshire 
Breeders tiale at Sumter, t.Tanuary 20; Carolinas' Berkshire Breeders :::;ale at 
RaJ.ei~, January 28; and the T. c. Moss Poland China Sale at Cameron. on 
February 5. 
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The following page llhows pict.ure of the Cham.pion 
Fat Barrow at Orangeburg Fat t>t.ock Show and oale April 24 & 
25, 1947. 
,, 
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BEEF CATTLE 
Beef cattle work for 1~47 consisted of placinb purebred ~ires, fat 
cattle sale for farmers and negro 4--H members, placing beef steers with 4-H 
members a~d continued emphasis upon pe~anont pasture and production of 
cheap roll€hage. 
Purebred ~irec Placed 
Eleven purebred buJ.ls were placed with farmers in 1947. The 
folloviing is a su.mma.ry of bulls pl'lced: 
um er 
Na.me Ca.ttl.e Breed Cost 
H. L. Bookhart l Hereford 500.00 
Sam .:ihuler 1 Hereford 125.00 
Hobert Hart 2 Hereford es:o.oo 
Thomas T. Traywick 1 Angus 300.00 
Ne E. Hyrd l Hereford 400.00 
M. r. Miller 1 Hereford lt'.l5.00 
Fred Corm or, Jro 1 Hereford 500.00 
~uincy Moorer 1 Hereford 200.00 
So B, Duncan l 'Y' :cterz.ford 2000.00 
:c. B. & J. c. 1:"illiw:::; 1 Hereford 9_c;o.oo 
Totals 11 $6000.00 
Orangeburg Fatstock Sho1·r and Sa.Le 
The Orangeburg Fa.tstock show anrt sale 1vas reorganized on a pemanent 
basis with officers and directors elected. In this show and sale animals 
( cattle and hogs) were displayed for L!-I-1 Club members. Future Rimetto li'armers, 
Junior Home Makers, Negro 4-H Club members, anct adult fc1.rmcrRo '!'bis c:r-
garuzation is sponsored by business, civic, and legislative interest of 
Orangeburg County and the show and aale is open to exhibitors tnroughout 
the stateo 
:.. .56 
The following page shows picture of Grand Champion 8teer at 
Orangeburg Fatstock Show and Sale April, l9t.7, together with 
Ed.ward Brown, Norway 4-H C..:1ub m8lllber, owner and exhibitor of the 
steer. Ed.ward and his two sisters, Avolyn and Shirley, fed and 
exhibited four o.f the top five steeps in the 1947 show. 
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M;Lscel.Laneous Work 
Thirteen demonstrations on denorning and fortjr-two demonstrations on 
castrating with burdizzo were given by the county agents during the year. 
Approximately 100 f ar:ne-rs borrowed the burdizzoes and did their om work., 
Educational Work Done on the i.Joutrol of .t'arasites 
In order to get fann.ers generally to ·watch their cattle Md treat 
as needed for lice and erubs, a supply of recoomended lice and grub powder 
was kept avaiJ.able at cost to farmers. 
Orangeburg LJ.veGtock 0.Lub 
Follow.in:; the spr:mg Fatstock uhow and Sale, interested f .:1m and 
business leaderG organized the OranBeburg 11.vewf:. oclc C.Lub. This orgaro.zn:tion 
now has 350 members and 1.ts sole purpose is to assist in promoting and 
feveloping .Livestock in Orangeburg County. 
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DAIRYING 
The fastest growing single animal enterprise in the County during 1947 
was dairying. The County now leads all counties ins. c. in total dairy 
production. W'e now have 135 producers of Crade A milk, ,mich is largely sold 
on the Cha.rle~ton market. In addition some seventy farmers a.re producing un-
graded milk for the local ungraded milk plant. 
The County has an active dai!"'J connnittee which advises the agents in the 
type of dairy program best suited to the count<.r' s needs. 
Some of the activities for the year were: 
1. Contact throughout the year 'With dairymen on timely production and 
management problems through personal visits, news articles, and the radio. 
2. Campaign for keeping dairy cattle free of internal and external parasites. 
3. An active DHIA throughout the year with 19 members and a full-time 
tester. 
4. An active dairy calf clubuRegular :neetings and displays at both the 
County and the state Fair. 
s. A Forage School for dairymen on an outstanding dairy farm. 
6. A permanent pasture programo 
1. Two dairy schools during the year on problems of the dairymon 0 
8. A dairy heifer sale for ~-H and FFA club members only. 
9. A program on winter and summer grazing crops and their value in 
th~ dairy production programs. 
10. Silage crops and demonstrations showing value of same. 
ll. Fam planning for Dairy Farms - Four planned in 19!1.7. 
Purebred Sires 
Purebred Bul.1.s Placed: Twenty-mo approved dairy bulls were placed 
r-ineteen farmers of OrangerJ1J.rg County. A list of t..~ese placings is as 
follow:;: 
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Smnm.ary .Purebred DairJ Bw.ls Placed in 194 7 
o. 
Nazr.e Cattle Breed Cost 
A. c. Gramling 1 Jersey $ 150.00 
J. D. Bates 2 Guernsey 1100000 
J. Martin Cope 1 Guernsey 205.00 
c. o. l!,.vers l Guernsey 130.00 
Do E. Watford l Guernsey 200.00 
R. R. Thomas, Jr. 1 Guernsey 215000 
J. A. Smith 1 Guernsey 250.00 
Fisher waiter 1 Guernsey 210.00 
A. C. Gramling 2 Jersey 26:,.00 
J.B. Sanders 2 (Jersey 22:,.00 
W. W. Wannamaker 1 Guernsey 4!.:>0oOO 
Mrs. Alberta B. Cope l Guernsey 175.00 
Boyce Shuler 1 Guernsey 27:,.00 
Powe.Ll R. Felder 1 Guernsey 2su.oo 
Wo C. Felder l Guernsey 250.00 
J. vr. Weathers 1 Guernsey 150iJ 0 
W o D. Jackson 1 Guernsey 105.00 
A. J. Hutto l Guernsey 150.00 
c. w. Stroman l Guernsey 1::,0.00 
Totals 22 $4965.00 
Dairy Cows Placed~ Records in the .county agent's office and the office 
of SaJ.ley Sa!es clervice show that 342 registered cows and heifers were pur-
chased by farmers in this county during 1947. Our records also show that 
approximately 22:, grade cows were brought into the county. Sixty registered 
COiVB and heifers were sold from herds within the county. 
Growing and Curing Quality Roughages 
Curing Hay: Weather con.di tions have proven to be the greatest problem 
and also the l~ting factor in producing quality hay·. As a result, farmers 
are growin8 more lespedeza for hay because it can be cut, cured, and harvested 
much quicker and therefore be more certain of getting a good quality hay. 
Kudzu has beco:rne more popular with some farmers. Because of the undertainty of 
saving good hay, many farmers are depending More upon silage, permanent:g:a.sture and 
annual grazing to furnish the most of their roughage requirements. Bad weather 
this fall prevented much hay from being harvested at aJ.l. 
Annual Grazing Crops 
Growing AnnuaJ. Grazing Crops: The growing of annual grazing crop;i 
for both winter and summer is reported in this report~ 
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The cost per acre for growing annua.1 ~azing crops seems high per acre& 
Ho~rever, with heavy planting of proper seeds and fertilization, the cost is 
low when the amount of feed grown per acre is taken into consideration. It 
must also 'be remembered that the cattle does the harvesting of grazing arops. 
Green grazing does much to stimulate milk production and annual grazing crops 
are becoming more popular on the dairy farms of the countyo 
Eilage Production 
Silage remains one of the cheapest and best forms of roughage. 
Permanent Pasture 
Educational and Demonstrational work has been continued in stressing the 
importance of good permanent pastures. This project i;:; ~scussed under the 
Agronomy Section of this report. 
Forage Crop School 
Demonstrations were set up on the farm of H. L. Whisenhunt for the 
production of silage, hay, permanent pasture a.nu annual grazing crops. Rates 
. of seeding and varieties were observed. The entire school had to do with the 
problems and plans of a well managed dairy farm. 
Dairy Buildings and Equipment 
Fifteen milking barn plans were furnished to farmers producing Grade A 
milk. Advice was given to several farmers on the remodeling of sheds of 
barns to be used where ungraded milk is being sold. 
Six concrete silos were builto The work was done by a commercial firm 
at a co~t varying from $tlOO.OO to $1,000oOOe 
Complete DairJ Farm Planning 
Complete dairy farm plans were 't'Torked up on fom· dairy farms in Orangeburg 
County. This was done through the cooperation of the l!:xtension Serwice Dail"'J 
Specialists, Soil Conservation ~ervice, and the county agents. There has been 
an increasing demand for assistance in planning the whole dairy program on 
the farm. 
SU1lll1ler Grazing, \Tinter Grazing and Silage Crop 
Demonstrations 
Summer grazing, winter grazing and silage crop demonstrations are 
reported under the dairy section of this report since the demonstrations were on 
dairy farms and the crops grown were for dairy cows. 
These cost of production records a.re as follows: 
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Winter Grazing Crops 
COYTS Days Cost Va.Lue 
Demonstrator Kind of Crop Acres Grazed Grazed Per Acre Per Acre 
R. E. Darden oats, Rye, 
Barley & Vetch 40 42 lbO 35050 90.00 
J,. D• Bates Oats, lirye & 
Vetch 80 65 l;,O 33.i:m 6Lt .• 66 
Henry Whisenhunt Oats, Rye & 
Vetch 100 50 lb.5 18065 43.72 
1'f. D. Jackson Oats and Rye o.5 70' 150 13.28 t:15.33 
Suimner Grazing Demonstrations 
Cows Days Cost Value 
Demo'l.strRtor Kind of Crop Acres Brazed Grdzed Per Acre Per Acre 
W. D. Jackson Lespedeza 35 3;, 135 9.17 33.75 
R. Eo Darden .:>udan 10 25 tlO 21.;,0 50.00 
J. D. Bates Sudan 20 40 tl5 23.00 31.50 
Henry 1Vhisenhmt Millet 9 50 60 28.84 73.3;, 
Silage Dan onstrations 
Cos To-€a1 
Demonstrator Kind of crops Acres Yield .t'er 'l'on Value 
R. 1!;. Darden Red Popcorn 
and soybeans 15 l;,CYI' 5.!;)0 2ov2 • .50 w. n. Jackson Corn ::· ' 10 90T 4.,25 1201.50 
J. D. Bates Corn and Beans )3 l;,OT 5.10 2002.50 
Henry Whisenhunt Corn and Beans 25 2;,0T 4.75 3337.50 · 
Top Dressing for Winter Grazing 
To stress the va.1ue of tor-<lressing in economical production of 'Vi nter 
grazing crops, 25 tons of Arcadian Nitrate of Soda was made available for this 
use this fall. Many of our best growers of winter grazing are now fertilizing 
with complete fertilizer at seeding time and top-<lressing liverally as soon as 
the grazing crop is up to a good stando 
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FOR.AGE SCHOOL - II. L. WHISENHUNT'S FARM 
2:UO P. M. - FRIDAY, AUGUST ti, 1947 
l - outline of progrrun. and introduction of speaker----
J. C. McComb, County Agent 
2 - Silage production, harvesting and storing ---
a. Remarks on preparation of silage - Co G. Cushman, 
Extension Dairy &'pecialist. 
b. Si.Lage production and harvesting machinery ---
H. A. Vfoocllc assisted by machinery repr~sentatives. 
3.- Observation of sweet Sudan and Pearl Mille~ as grazing crops 
3•00 - Hot. Whisenhtm.t and J.C. McComb, County Agent. 
4.- Kudzu as a tempora!"IJ grazing crop - 3:1&;, - H. A. Woodle, 
Extension Aeronomist. 
5.- Dyna1JU.tc ditching demonstration - 3:4~ - s. R. Thompson, Engineer, 
Soil Gonservation Semce aud. M. c. McKenzie, Extension Agricultural 
Engineer. 
6.- Hay harvesting machinery - 4:15 - Explanation - W. H. Craven., 
Extension Agrono:.nist. Machmel""IJ - R. L. nillis, Jr. and · 
machinery representatives. 
7.- Pastures O Uplund and bottomland - ;,:UO - w. Ho Craven, Extension 
Agronomist and D. Richardson, Assistant County 4.gent. 
8.- Special Machinery and Equipment - R. L. ll11lis, Jr. and 
machine~r representatives. 
9.- Comments - Throughout the School - Farmers a.nu SpeciaJj_sts present 0 
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DHIA TESTER ITINER.AR~, ORAJITGEBURG, S. C. 
Ed.ward HowJ.e, Tester, March, 1947 
March 3 & 4 
March 4 & ~ 
March~ & b 
March b & 1 
March 7 & ti 
•••••• E. B. Mack 
0 ••••• 




March ti, 9, & io 
March lo, ll, 12 
0 0 e GO e Henry Wlusenhunt 
R •. A. Vallentine 
March 12 & ~3 •••••• JD T. Zeigler 
tlarch 13 & 14 •••••• R. E. Da.rden 
March ll~ & .1..5 o •••• o C. • Stroman 
March 15 & 16 
March 16 & 17 
Marc11 17 & 18 
:March ltl & l,i 
••o•o• 
•••••• 
R. F. Dukes 
State College 
Wo Vf. Jeffords 
S . W. Granling 
March 19, 20, 21 oD•••• Weathers Farm (George Weathers, Jr.) 
March 21 & 22 u.. .. VT. D. Jac!cson 
March 22 & 23 •••••• A. L. Felder 
March 23, 24, 25 ....... Boyce Shuler 
March 25 & 2o ....... l'f. s. Gaillard 
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4-H Dairy Calf Club 
our 4-H Dairy Calf Club was active in 194 7 11 A complete report of ti.d.s 
project is given in the 4-H Club ~ection of this reporto 
Marketing 
The Grade A milk of the county goes to CharLest~on, Columbia, and 
local town within the county with the City of Orangeburg being the largest 
user witru.n the county. These markets are ample, in fact, the production is 
far from reaching the demand. 
There are five ungraded milk routes in the county at present with the 
receiving plant located in the CJ. ty of Orangeburgo The sale of ,mgraded 
milk has prOVJ.ded a source of income for those who have a small number of cows 
and produce more milk than can be used at homeo 
Educational Work 
F,ctucational 11.rork has been conduc"ted on internal and external parasites, 
grazing crops, permanent pastures and other dairy problems. 
Circular letters and dairy publications were furnished all pr,>ducers 
of ungraded milk. 
County Dairy Committee 
Dairying has been rapidly increasing in the county. 1V'e now have 135 
grade A producers and 70 ,mgradea producers. In order that the county agents 
might be of most benefit to the dairy farmers, a County Dairy Committee 
was set up in 1946 and functioned t.his year. This committee has ri.et with 
the county agents, made suggestions on work to be done and assisted with car!"Jing 
out the work which was planned. 
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ENTOMOLOGY AND PLA..WT PATHOLOGY 
E,ctension work in Entomology- and Plant Pathology in 1947 consisted 
of work on crop diseases and insect pests. 
Crop Diseases 
Dust Treatment of Cotton Seed: Newspaper publicity was given to farmers 
in regard to treating their cotton planting seed with mercury dust. Practica~ 
ail planting seed are now treated by countiJ fa:rmers. It is est:ilnated that 90 
percent of the 80,000 acres of cotton planted this year was planted with 
treated seed. 
Sm.all Grain Disease Control: Some smut has sho"\!111 up in resistant 
varieties of oats and farmers were e.dvised to treat planting seed rega.rdless 
of resistance. This, however, is an established practice for the small 
grains, except oats. Grain was unusually good this season even though the 
seeding was in most cases very late. 
Dodder in Lespedeza: This co,mty is expanding rapidly in the pro-
duction of lespedeza as a hay and seed crop and has been particularly careful 
to secure and plant only clean seed. Very few fields were infested with dodaer 
this year and farmers specify dodder free s~ed when cooperative orders are 
made. Publicity was given throughout the year in our eff'orts to get farmers to 
avoid bey-lng lespedeza seed with foreign weeds and grasses that would later 
lead to trouble. 
Pecan Scab Control: This disease is controlled on three large pecan 
groves by spraying. Since good spraying equipment is scarce and expensive, 
very few small growers attempt the job. Adequate fertilization is another 
step that is of much assistance, and pecar. growers generally are following 
better fertilization practices. 
Mosaic Resistant .:>ugar Cane: Plantings of sugar cane for syrup among 
small farmers is a general practice. L.~creased acreages of the two latest 
mosaic resistant varieties has been madeo These new varieties are c. p.
1
39-Sll 
and c. o. 290~ 
l'r.:i.l t in swe~t Potatoes: Field inspections have been carried out by 
officials of the Experiment Station and the Crop Pest Commission in an attel!lpt 
to keep the damage to a minim:um. Only growers of wilt-free seed.stock are 
officially certified to sell seedstock as "certified growers'' under tags of 
the State Crop Pest Commission. Very little wilt has shovm up in the County 
and publicity is gi,ren the importance of controlling this disease. 
\. 
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Storage Rot.:,: Every year storage rots of various ld.nds are reported. 
Farmers are advised as to careful digging and handling at harvest time together 
with proper storage as a means of lessening the damage. A hieh percentage of 
the rots occurring in storage can definitely be traced to neglect somewhere 
along the line from bedding to I and including, storing and curing~ 
Timely information in the form of reminders are sent out during the 
year in our campaign for quality sweet potatoes from the curing house. 
Insects 
Boll Weevil Control: The standard 1-1-1 mixture was again recommended 
for boll weev-11 control. Cotton damage by weevils was less early this 
season than usual due to good weather conditions; however, much damage was noted. 
Some fanners tried the new dusts 3% BHC - 5% DDT and were pleased with resultsa 
Cattle Louse and Grub Control: Famers were mvised to sec'!ll'e commercial 
grades of dusting powder (CJ.emson formula) for lice and grub cont,rol on cattle. 
This ini'onnation was given publicity and a number of demonstrations, especially 
with 4-H Club members, were given~ Fifty-four farmors ordered 146 pom1ds 
of louse and grub powder cooperatively through the County Agentts Office. 
Velvet Bean and Soybean Caterpillars: Some damage was experienced by 
caterpiJ..lars to velvet and soybeans . Cryolite dusting was recommended and a 
number of farmers report food control. 
DDT: This material has been used extensively throuchout the county this 
year. Piio.l.icity was given to advise famers as to latest work with t.'1-i.is material. 
Approximately 300 copies of extension circular No. 284 on this subject were 
supplied farmers. 
Demonstrations in the use of DDT for fly control on cattle were made 
on three farms. AlGo one demonstration in spra~ring a dairy barn for fiy con-
trol was donductedo 
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FORESTRY 
Approximately half of Orangeburg County is in forest lands and as a result 
a very large income is derived from timber, pulpwood and other forest products 
annually. 
Forestry work this year consisted of the following major projects: 
l. Participation in the state-wide 5-Acre jrulpwood Thinning Contil,st. 
2. Participation in an Arbor Day tree planting. 
3. Distrivution of cork oak acorns to 4-H Club memberso 
4. Encouraging re-forestration on lands suitable for this. Farmers 
purchased appro:icimately one-half million pine seedlings in 19h7 for delivery 
in Deceober, :January and February. 
5. Publicity program on forest management, fire control, and other 
approved forestry practices - News letters, radio and personal visits. 
6. ~fuodland examination and timber estimation largely by the EXtension 
Forester a.'!'ld the state Forest Service. 
7. Distrlbution of forest publications to interested timber ovmers o 
Woodland Exffinination and !fa.rldng Report - Orangeburg County - 1947 
No. Acres No. Acres Bd. Fto Cords 
Farmer Exrunined Marked Marked Marked 
M. T. Sifly 7 20 
R. G. Horton 165 
J. s. Dantzler .LOO 
Mrs .. W. P. Stroman io 
Mrs . c. B• Stroman 
(Rosa Prioleau Frost) 20 
H. E. Till 19 35 108,730 
Dr .. J.E. Rickenbaker llO 
o. c. Altman Estate 50 
John L. Bell 75 50 94,800 
T. D. SiLurions 100 
Dr. John T. Simmons 10 
Sheldon Cope 162 
Hortense Dantzler 12 
J. F. Cleckley 370 
(Re-Examination) 
J:>hn Tatum 300 
Banks-Steifle (Elliott, Jro )500 15 65,840 
Fred Nettles 23 ts 15,oho 
R. · A. Valentine ll!3 ~-29,195 
'l'ot,::il~ 2156 318 1.,213,605 20 
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Approximately haJ.f of Orangeburg County is in for est lands and as a result 
a very large income is derived from timber, pulpwood and other forest products 
annually. 
Forestry work this year consisted of the following major projects: 
1. Participation in the State-wide 5-Acre pulpwood Thinning Contllst. 
2. Participation in an Arbor Day tree planting. 
3. Distrivution of cork oak acorns to 4-H Club members. 
4. Encouraging re-forestration on lands suitable for this. Farmers 
purchased appro:icimately one-half million pine seedlings in 19h7 for delivery 
in Deceraber, ~a.nua.ry and February. 
5. Publicity program on forest management, fire control, and other 
approved forestry practices - News letters, radio and personal visits. 
6. 1.'fuodland examination and timber estimation largely by the Extension 
Forester a.'l'ld the state Forest Service. 
7. Distribution of forest publications to interested timber ovmerso 
Woodland '&:anti.nation and !farking Report - Orangeburg County - 1947 
No. Acres No. Acres Bct. Fto Cords 
Farmer Ex:mnined Marked Marked Marked 
M. T. Sifly 7 20 
R. G. Horton 165 
J. s. Dantzler .LOO 
Mrs .. w. P. Stroman io 
.~s. C. B. Stroman 
(Rosa Prioleau Frost) 20 
H. E. Till 19 35 108,730 
Dr .. J. E. Rickenbaker llO 
o. c. Altman Estate 50 
John 1. Bell 75 50 94,800 
T. D. Sit:.1n1ons 100 
Dr. John T. Simmons 70 
Sheldon Cope 162 
Hortense Dantzler 12 
J. F. Cleckley 370 
(Re-Examination) 
J:>hn Tatum 300 
Banks-Steifle (Elliott, Jro )500 75 65,840 
Fred Nettles 23 tS 15,0hO 
R. · A. Valentine Jli3 ~-29,195 
Tot,::ilR 21,56 318 1.,213,605 20 
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Four-I-I Club Work 
Boys 4-H C.Lub work was conducted in fourteen community clubs and one 
County Dairy Calf Club in Orangeburg County in 1947 with an enrollment of 
312 fam boys. Regular monthly meetings are held in the community clubso 
Summary of Enrollment Md completions: Following is given a list of the 
cJl.ubs and a summary of enrolJJnent and completions. 

















Dairy Calf Club 
Total 
Sum.~a.rJ 4-H Club 'Enrollment and Completions 
No. Members No. Members 






































Following is· given a summary of 4-H Club enrollment of boys and yearly 

















































Sumno.:r.y 4-II Club l:!:itrollmc:mt and Co:npletions, 1$'30-1947 (Conte) 
Year Enrollment Completions Percent Completioru 
l940 29.5 77 26.o 
1941 • 319 145 45.4 
1>142 356 77 2106 
1943 238 69 2y.o 
.L944 324 196 bOo5 
19 ~s 302 186 !:>l•.? 
J.~4o 316 Hi;, 5cs.o 
191.i.7 312 18]. 56.4 
Totals 4~, 25bl .LU8.7 
Summary 4-H Demonstrations: Follmvine is given a sum."'lary of 4-H Clrtb 
demonstrations completed in 194ft 
Summary Completed Demnstrations - 19~-7 
Demonstration No. Completed Value Products Cost 
Corn 41 2,611.~.oo 1,038.2!:i 
Beef' Calf 67 2,tlbo.00 1,).v-1-0.00 
Da:i:cy Calf 8 lJ,370.91 9,130 .. ~8 
Q-arden 4 145~00 ~7 • .50 
Sweet Potatoes 6 .L_..Ll4o 7';) ';)98.94 
Pig Feeder 85 4,105.70 2,636o6H 
Pig Sow and 1J.. tter 187 2.,2ou.oo 1,210.00 
Poultry 2ts 2,U7b,!:,U 1,2n.1, 
Totals 438 33.,012.86 20,349.74 
This sur.'1.Illary shows that 4-H Club boys completed 43b demonstrations, 
produced farm products to the value of$.33,0l2o86, at a cost of $20,349.74, 














Four-f-I Records: Following is given a summary- of 4-H Club records 
by projects completed in 1947. These records have been submitted to the 
state 4-H Club Agent. 
SUMMARY 4-II BEEF CALF CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
o. ays Ga:i.n 
Name of Member Animals Fed In. wt. Profit 
Thomas D. Wolfe l 277 455 214.76 142.00 72.76 
John w. ,t;innicker 2 180 800 440.tlo 370000 10.eo 
Fil.ward Brown 2 321 1220 1131.30 597otl5 533.45 
Joe Davis 2 200 1003 301.35 299.00 102.35 
Bi.lly Davis 2 2tl7 700 3b3.90 303.12 4Jo4t:l 
Avolyn Brown 1 321 530 362.32 219.25 141.07 
Shirley Brown 1 2tl2 500 2b0ot\O l 7tlo00 82.80 
George Hutto 1 200 350 J. 75.55 l4oo50 29.05 
James Williamson 2 210 700 192.10 150.00 42.10 
Kennet..ri Bates 2 200 750 435.bl 237.30 19tlo31 
Roy Gan-ick l 20!, 500 27bol0 190.bB 87.42 
Billy Binnicker 1 185 400 220.80 lbOoOO bO.tlO 
Billy Hutto l 175 385 2b2.50 170.37 92.13 
Troy Davis 2 210 730 3.51.,~o 220.00 131.40 
Carolyn Hayden 1 200 300 203.05 179.tll 23.24 
George Anson 1 210 315 19bo90 15be00 40.90 
Larry ·Patrick 2 220 735 !µ.4.90 347000 67090 
T. E. Heyden 2 210 72b 447.b7 2b2.80 lts4.87 
Ted Tindall 2 220 610 192o3b 147.1:SO 44.56 Marion Fogle 1 200 250 lbl.00 130.00 31.00 John QtCaj_n 1 220 300 155.50 110025 45.25 Haskell Garrick l 240 310 162.2S 120.25 42.00 William Cope 3 230 l:SOO. 410.00 30b.OO 104.00 Charles Whisenhunt 1 20!, 285 152.50 no.25 42.25 Wal.lace Collins l 2Li0 270 143.25 105.00 38025 James B. Fogle 1 250 JOO 14tlo50 112.00 ~50 Perry Holman 1 300 4tso 207.42 lbl.oO 45.82 ToillIIJY Felkel 1 280 310 190.10 140.00 50.10 Edward Whetsell 1 275 300 181.bO lJlobO 50.00 RaJ.ph Edward~ 3 210 900 420.00 312.50 107.50 Steve Weathers l ltl.5 2tl9 132.50 9be00 36050 Reynolds BrO'W?l 3 210 1200 646.64 340000 30o.64 Fredia~Brown 2 210 blO 451.04 230.00 221.04 L. R. Connor 1 200 312 247.25 135.00 n2.25 Dwight Dukes 2 220 625 455.lts 2tllo00 174018 Zama Hutto 1 210 325 222.34 151.25 711J 9 Carolyn Williamson 1 200 2ts0 186.41 131.00 55.41 Lockwood Hart 1 185 320 271.95 161000 no.95 Charles Fanning 1 200 315 219.32 lb2o30 57.02 
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SUMMARY 4-H BEEF CALF CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS (CONT'D) 
No. nays Gain in ' To'ta..L T6ta.I 
Name of Member Animals Fed wt. Value Cost Profit 
Margie Earley 1 190 300 200.50 132.40 b8ol0 
Reese 'Earley l 215 210 210.00 141.00 t::f) .oo 
Clarence Fort l 200 300 189.00 122.00 b7o00 
Carolyn Hayden 1 185 308 203.05 lbl,.00 42.05 
Sidney Flake l 200 290 182.60 142.50 40.10 
John Flake l 205 310 105.75 LlOc.10 55.65 
Ernest Sligh 1 200 306 194070 121.50 73.20 
William Harvey l 190 250 148.04 Llo.oo 38.04 
Derman Harvey l 185 23!:> l~l.80 102.00 49.cso 
o. E. ott, Jr. l 160 210 Ll.4.55 84.oo 30 •. 55 
TotaJ. 67 10,704 23,300 13,370.91 9,130.98 4,239f/93 
SUMMA.RY 4-H DAJRY CALF CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. Va.Lue Tota.I. Total 
Na.me of Member Animals ' -· · at Begim1ing Value Cost Profit 
So w. Gramling, Jro l 500.00 1055.00 b76.00 379000 
Bertha Miley 1 300.00 537.00 47ti.75 5ts.25 
Wayne Mack l 300000 527.00 426.0l 100.99 
Murray Bates 1 250000 512000 .3&.49 125.51 
Je'!"V'ey Gramling 1 200000 542000 247 • .50 94.50 
Pauline Gramling l 150.00 1.µ.7.00 197050 219050 
Natalie Miley l 200.00 561000 343039 217061 Freddie Gramling 1 200.00 375.00 300.00 75.oo 
Total 8 2,100.00 4,526.00 3,055064 1.>470'>36' 
SUMMARY 4-H PIG CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS (SOW AND LITTER CLASS) 
No. Pigs .No. Pigs Tot.a.J. Total. Na.me of Member Farrowed liaised VaJ.ue Cost Profit 
F.dward ~tevenson 14 14 175.00 110.00 65.00 Frank Corbett 19 16 210.00 100000 :no.oo Albert Jeffcoat 21 18 235000 105.00 130.00 Leveme Fogle 20 19 240.00 115.00 125.00 John Caughman 11 10 150000 t:15.oo 65.00 Rubin Hutto 18 16 210.00 uo.oo 100000 Woodrow Davis 10 9 140.00 90.00 50.00 Thomas }qers 21 19 240000 150.00 90.00 . 
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SUMMARY 4-H PIG CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS (SO\'{ AND Lffi'ER CLASS) (CONT1D) 
No. Pigs No. Pigs Total 1 ·1·0~ 
Name of Member Farrowed Raised Value Cost Pratit 
Wyman Murpey 11 10 150.00 90000 40000 
David Shuler 20 17 220000 130.00 90.00 
Herbert DeWitt 22 ltl 230.00 12.5.00 105.00 
Total. 187 166 2,200.00 1,210.00 9llO,;OO 
SUMMARY 4-H PIG CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS (FATTENING _CLASS) 
Noo Days Gain Total To~ 
Name of Member Animals Fed in Wt. Value Cost B:-ofit 
Keith Livingston 1 105 115 60.00 39.00 21.00 
Marvin Willians 1 110 120 56.00 38.00 ltl.00 
F.dison Ezekiel 2 207 310 90020 66.15 22005 
Cecil Cane 1 54 96 42.00 25.tlO 16.20 
Marion Kennedy 2 100 200 125.00 90.00 35.00 
David Blewer 1 Ll.O 125 42.00 22.75 20.00 
Bobby DeWitt 1 120 160 4.5.00 25. 00 20000 
G. Harlyn Phillips 1 115 130 !~2.00 25.00 17.00 
Robert Yol.lllg l 83 70 23.50 11.25 12.25 
Gene Whetsell 1 62 50 42.00 20.00 22.00 
Elias Weathers 1 120 175 60.00 43.00 17.00 
Harvey Garrick 1 72 50 30.00 25000 5.00 
Harley Garrick 1 72 50 40o00 25.00 15.00 
Lawrence Melton 1 120 150 40.00 .35.00 11.00 
Ra:ymond otrock 1 150 200 60.00 43.00 17.00 
Robert Carrigg .3 180 396 200.50 l.L,5.35 85.15 Laverne Summers 1 120 150 51.00 3o.50 1.5.50 F. Mo Metts 6 120 900 240.00 200000 40.00 Hubert SUmmers 1 120 160 63.50 21000 4 2.9) Harvey Felkel 2 llO 300 100.00 62000 38000 F. l... Easterlin 1 tl2 80 45.00 30.00 15.00 Roger Bolin l 100 l3u 66.00 4lo0u 25.00 Daniel Dantzler l 115 145 52.00 3;.25 lb.7; Francis Bolin 1 120 140 66.oo 32o0u 34.0u Bobby Hill 4 150 700 211.00 13;,oUO 70000 Herman Griffin 4 66 19; 120.00 90.20 19otl0 Heyward Rourk 4 110 600 175.00 135.00 40.00 Wilson Jackson 3 120 375 150.00 75.0u 75.00 Chaney Davis 1 82 50 24.00 20.43 3.57 Kenneth Bolin 6 120 9!,U 302.50 238.0u 64.~0 I-Iiila....7 ,Jeffcoat 1 115 lhO 65.oo so.oo 1~.00 Millerd Cooper f, 13v 1100 312ci~0 J.70"00 lu2c,C,O 
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St~V!.RY 1.i.-H PIG CLUB !)r;UONS'I'R.A.TIONS (FATTENING CLASS) (CONT1D) ¼ 
No. Days Gain Total Total 
Name of Mer;,ber Animals Fed in Wt. Value Cost Profit 
William Harley 1 120 150 42000 30.00 12.00 
1'f o J. Burchal ter 1 131 180 51000 40.00 n.oo 
James Corbett 1 100 100 40.00 35.00 5o00 
Billy Hair 1 110 135 40o00 20.00 20000 
David Shuler 1 75 100 24.00 21000 3o00 
Billy Dtillinger 1 100 125 41.00 26.oo 15.00 
s. A. Bolin 2 140 400 96.00 10.00 26000 
Nelson Tindall l llO 125 4!Je00 15.00 30.00 
John Justus l 120 140 51.00 26.00 25.00 
Gey Phillips 2 120 300 105.00 5o.oo 49.00 
Henry Ga.ITick 1 130 150 54.00 2b.OO 28.00 
Ralph Fanning 1 110 J.bO 48000 21.00 27.00 
Paul Davis 1 100 1.35 44.00 26000 18.00 
Jimmy Bell 2 130 310 ll.OoOO 61000 49.00 
John Edwards 1 120 150 61.00 30000 .31.00 
Laverne Summers 1 ll6 160 54.00 31.00 23.00 
Hubert ~ummers 2 120 305 106000 58.00 48000 
Charles ott 1 100 150 46.00 22000 24000 
Total 85 5ocx, 11767 4105.70 2636068 l46~Fo02 
SUWJARY 4-H CORN CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. .11eld Total Tot.al 
Name of Member Ao Buo Value Cost Pm fit 
George Bonnett 1 30 60.00 21.00 39.00 
WaJ.ter Bonnette l. .32 64.00 2bo00 38.00 w. P., Etheredge 1 50 l) o.oo ,36.00 64.00 
Grady Hoffman 5 210 420.00 l.3bo00 a3 4.00 
H.B. Gartman 4 100 200.00 110.00 90.00 
Lewis Davis 3 96 192.00 120.00 72 .. 00 
Glenn Rast l. 50 120.00 13.25 106075 
Charles Gartman 2 . 42 84.00 34000 50»00 
Billy Hair 1 28 56.00 24.00 22.00 
Ted Williams 2 54 us.oo 3tio00 Bo.oo 
John Rush 1 32 64.00 23000 4lo00 
All.en Felkel 2 46 92000 31.00 61.00 
Bud Hunter l 36 72 .. 00 30.00 42.00 Philip Riley 1 43 86000 4lo00 45.00 Paul Davis 1 30 60000 22.00 38.oo David Fogle 2 48 96.oo 31.00 65000 
• 
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SUMMARY 4~ CORN CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS ( CONT'D ) 
No. Yield TOT.al. TotaJ. 
Name of Member A. Bu. Value Cost Profit -
Bobby Davis 2 56 112.00 44.00 78.00 
John Justus 1 41 82000 30.00 52.00 
James Fogle 2 48 96.00 42.00 54.00 
Doyle Livingston 1 .36 72.00 40o00 32.00 
Denny Smith 2 5!i 108.00 43000 65000 
Harold Salley· 2 58 llb.oo 47000 69000 
Willis Shuler 1 34 08000 26000 42.00 
Earl ~huler l 38 70.00 30.00 40000 
Total 41 1,291 2,ol.4.00 1,03ts.2!> 1,.57.5. 7.5 
SUli!MARY 4-H COTTON CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
lio. o:t #Seed # Total Tota! 
Name of Member Acres Cotton ~t Value Cost Profit 
Keith Dclrls 5 10,.500 3,500 1400000 650.00 750000 
Woodrow Lucas 2 3,000 1,100 4.50.00 225.00 20 .oo 
Allen ca.ugbm.an 3 3,600 1,320 525.00 32!>.00 200.00 
James Gartman 2 3,100 1,210 4B5.00 240.00 216.oo 
Total 12 20.,200 7,130 2,860.00 1.,440.00 1,420.00 -
SUMMA.RY 4-H POULTRY CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. Bought No. Total Total 
Name of Member or Hatched Raised Value Cost Pro.tit 
Ral.ph Fanning 100 70 82.00 62.50 l.9o50 
Henry Garrick 150 125 l!,o.oo 86.oo 64.00 
F,dvra.rd Brown 100 70 80.00 60000 2~00 
Freddie Argoe 100 90 112.00 64.15 47. 85 
Leland Rutland 100 60 75.00 52.00 23.00 Harold Hoover 150 115 135.00 73.00 62.00 Jesse Chavis 100 63 63000 33.00 30.00 Mil ton Epting 50 30 35.00 20.00 15. 00 John Shuler 75 51 55.00 3lo00 24. 00 
Quincy vr.tlliams 15 60 75.00 43.50 34.50 Horace Jackson 100 Bo so.oo 42000 3t:lo00 
M. Ho Long., Jr. 56 42 42.00 20.00 22.00 
Johnny Watkins 75 55 65000 33000 32. 00 Cyrill Shl.ell 31 25 25.00 12.00 l.3o00 Jakie Felder 32 28 30.00 18.00 l?. 00 J. T. Felder 50 40 60.00 41.00 19.00 James Shumaker 50 45 b0.00 Jt:l.OO 22.00 
Jo B. Bolin 100 90 110.00 60.00 50, 00 
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SUMMARY 4-H POUL'IRY CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS ¢:}ONT'D) 
No. Bought Total Total 
Name of Member or Hatched No. Raised Value Cost Profit 
Everhart Shuler 100 85 85.00 40.00 45000 
George Ulmer 75 60 60.00 38.00 22. 00 
Jake Dempsey 100 80 80.00 42.00 38JOO 
Clevie Valentine 100 75 75.00 42.00 33.00 
Meynard May 52 40 40.00 20.00 20. 00 
Dwight Dukes 147 llO tJ7.00 64.bO 22. 90 
William Carroll 50 40 40.00 21.00 190 00 
Paraneau Polk 100 90 90o00 50.00 40. 00 
Hasley Martin ' 100 85 85.00 40.00 45.00 
Reese Earley 100 75 100.00 65.00 35.00 
Total 2 .,lilts 1.,879 2,076050 1.,211. 75 Hbh.75 
Summe"7" 4-H S\iv'eAt Potato Demonstrations 
Noo of YJ.e1.d To-taI Total 
Name of Member Acres (Buo) Cost Value Profit 
Dal'lnie Dantzler 1 1'09 65.27 129.,90 b4.b3 
William Harvey 1 ~17.8 138.97 228.30 tJ?.33 
Dermon Harvey l ~17.8 132000 228.,30 9bc,30 
Ted Tindall 1 135 123.50 181.25 57., 75 
Billy Binnicker 1 126 72090 159.25 ~o35 
Wilton Jackson 1 148 06.30 187.75 121.L.5 
6 953.6 1114.75 598.94 51.5.81 
Sl.lf.lID.a:t"IJ 4-II Garden Demonstrations 
Noo of Total Total 
Name of Memher Acres Value Cost Prof'i t 
Dick Fralick 1 6t:s.50 8.oo 60.50 
Don Robinson 2 45050 1.00 38.5 O 
Hermon Perkins 1 31.00 12.,0 18.50 
Totals 4 14~o00, 27.50 u 7.50 
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4-H Club Camp 
Eighty-eight 4-H boys attended Camp Long the week of June 9-13. 
County Club Council 
The Orangeburg County 4~ Council met twice during the year. 
Achievement Day 
Achievement dccy- was held on March 29, 1947, with 166 4-H members 
present. 
4-H Beef Calves 
Fifty-eight beef steers were fed out by 4-H Club members and shoim at the 
Orangeburg Fat cattle Show in 19470 Fourteen of these calves gra<led choice, 
fifteen graded good, twenty three graded medium and six graded com. 
Fair Exhibits 








































































































Orangeburg Fat Stock Show 
$ u.oo 
10.00 
FoLlowing is a summary of premiums won by Orangeburg C.1.ub members 
at the 1947 Fat ~tock bhow: 
Name of Club Member Grade of Steer Premiums Won 
Ectward Brown Choice 32050 
Avolyn Brown Choice 32.~o 
Shirley Brown Choice 32.50 
Edward Brovm Choice J2o~O 
So H.. Connoe CChoice 32o~O 
Billy Hutto Choice 32050 
Larry Patrick Choice 32.50 
Lo R. Oonnor Choice 32050 
Dwisht Dukes Choice 32.50 
Ray Garrick Choice 32.50 
Reynolds Brown, Jr. Choice 32.50 
Freida Brown Choice 32.50 
To,:;;. Hayden Choice 32.,50 
Kenneth Bates Choice 32 .. 50 
Jolm Binnicker Good lbo!)O 
Zana Hutto Good 16.50 
Caroline Williamson Good 16 • .50 
Lockwood Hc!rt Good 16.50 
Billy Dinnicker Good 16 • .50 
Troy Davis Good 16.50 
Charles Fanning Good 16.50 
Margie Earley Good 16 • .50 
Thomas Wolfe Good 16.50 
Ro B. Brown, Jr. Good 16.50 
Dwight Dukes Good 16.50 Lar:-y Patrick Good 16.50 Freida Brown Good 16.50 
R. B. Brown, Jr. Good 16.50 T. E. Hayden, Jr. Good 16.50 Reese Earley Medium n.oo Kenneth Bates Medium 11.00 Jolm W. Bj_nnik..ker Medium 11.00 George A. ~utto Medium 11.00 James Williamson Medium n.oo William Cope Medium u.oo Clarence Fort MediU!ll n.oo Carolyn Hayden Medium n.oo 
( 
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Summary Premiuns Won b y 4-H Club Members Fat Stock Show (Contd) 
Name of Club Member Grade of ->teer Premiums Won 
Sidney Flake Medium 11. 00 
John Flake Meaium n.oo 
Charles Fanning Medium 11. 00 
Joe Davis Medium u.oo 
George Axson 1,fedium 11.00 
Perry Holman Medium ll. 00 
Ted Tindall Medium llo.00 
Ernest :;ligh 1tedium 11.00 
Dill L:.vie -~edium 11aon 
Ted TindalJ Medium , , .,on 
Bill na,ris Medium n .oo 
William Harvey Medium 11. 00 
Derman Harvey Mddittm 11.00 
Wayne Neathcre Med.5.um 11. 00 
Total 9!:>5 .. 50 
Arbor Day Program 
An Arbor Day Program was conducted on the Sawyerdale School grounds 
vdth 71 in attendance o The Li-H boys and girls of tti..is club assisted in the 
planting of the treeo 
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. HORTICULTURE 
HorticulturaJ. work in Orangeburg County in 1947 included demonstra-
tions 'With sweet potatoes, advice and inform.at.ion on general truck crops and 
work 'With home gardens and. home orchards. 
sweet Potato Production Demonstrations: There were 1., production 
demonbtrations completed this year that are representative of the potato 
areas of the county. A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
sweet Potato Product.ion Demonstrations 
Demonstrators Acreage Noo l's No. 21s Cul.Ls Returns Cost 
B. B. Willisms 20 3.,00 300 300 6,500000 .3973.00 
Ho E. Till 15 1500 1200 500 J,77.,.uo 3076.70 
F. D. Evans, Jr. 12 2100 bOO 120 4,185.00 2.590.90 
R. B. Brown 3 .300 1.,0 50 b62o50 587.00 
H. M. Bates 11 ltlOO 400 .,oo 3,700.00 2236.94 
J. M. Davis lj 600 bOO 400 1,700.00 1492065 
H. E. Shuler 26 5200 1560 1040 10,790.00 b055ob0 
Abe tihuler 6 1350 600 - 2,tll2o,50 1.534,75 Ebbie Shuler 16 3600 1600 1,500.00 4149.tso 
F. D. Evan~ 13 2275 650 130 4,533.75 2790.25 
M. c. Tindell 10 2000 300 50 3,750.00 2258.25 
w. K. Cherry 22 3960 1-100 220 7,&>s.oo 4244 .. 15 
T. s. i:imoak 4 1400 soo 2,7ts7.50 1104.60 
J. W. Wa;y 10 875 ts75 2,187..,50 1995.50 
H .. D. Harvey 2 ltlO ;,tl 4.,tl.50 372.69 
To 















192 .. 00 
t:5 .81 
Sweet Potato Plant Production: De...Tllonstrations were conducted in the use 
of all general types of sweet potato plant production beds. Individual 
summarieo of plcmt bed types and results will follow. 
Electric Hotbeds 
Three electric hotbed demonstrations were conducted by farmers and cost 





Cost Records on ~icctric b'weet Potato Hotbeds 
Beds Bu. P.lants Date 1st 
No. size Bedded Produced Pullin 
Bookhardt 2 9' x oO' llO 1201 000 Apr 0 10 
Byrd . 2 6' x 60' 120 120.,000 Apr. 4 
Jameson 1 7½• x 60 1 40 60 000 Apro 24 
ddi ional acts gleaned from demonstrations are: 
Average date of bedding••••••••••ou••••o••• March 1 
Average date first sprouts appearcd ••••••• 0 March 1~ 






The demonstrations prove that electric beds are the sure method of 
plant production when given normal attention. Many pitfalls are experienced 
however when small thl.ngs are neglecteu as is shown by these demonstrationso 
Some of these are insufficient current oo• llO volt line when 220 volt is 
necessary, type of cover in relation to tetal cost of plants, etc. 
All demonstrators have observed these proble'lls, and, with them, would 
not be without their electric beds. 
Fire-Heated Hotbeds 
Two demonstrators completed production rebords on three fire-heated 
hotbedso A summary of these demonstrations is as follows: 
Sunmary .:>weet Potato Fire~Ieated Hotbed Demonstrations 
No. Bu. Da'te Date .Lst 
Name Beds Size Bect.ded Bedded Pulling Noo Plants 
So S. Lee 
Jo W. Yfay 
l 
1 
6t X 501 









TU;i.s method of plant production is still good, but 1s being used less and 
less due to labor shortage, wood requ:tred for fuel and ti.me nedessary for 
successful plant gronng. 
Manure Heateu Hotbects 
Three demonstrators completed production records on four manure heated 
hotbeds. A summary of thes~ completions is: 
Summary b'Weet ~otato Manure Heateu Hotbed Demonstrations 
No. Bu. Date Date .Lst Noo 
Beds Size Bedded Bedded P~mI;6 to set Plants Name 
J. Eo unuJ.er 
J. W. Wa;r 




10 X !,0 
4½ X JO 
COMPLETE 
80 Feb. 2~ Apr. 20 
25 Feb. 20 ill rotted 
FAILURE DUE TO Ub'F.ASONABLE WEATHER 
For reasonably warm and dry springs the manure beds are entirely 
satisfactory and are veey economical. Tlu.s method is one of the oldest and 
many of our gro1vers still use it with normal success, except during years of 





Cucumber Demonstrationsz Two growers, who grew cucumbers for mark~t, lcept 
recoras and submitted data as follows on thei~ cucumber crops, 
Dae 
!Jame Acreage Variety PJ.anted Returns Cost Profit 
c. n. Whetstone 1.5 Ao c. Apr. 1 $ tlJ.00 $292.00 
Marvin Davis 10.0 Ao c. Mar. 7 5ti4.95 !j5tlo80 
To • . ~ oo .95 0 0 
Average per acre 97.8 158.1!:, 5tl.ot:S 1001>06 
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Mt\_1=U(.ETING 
Assistance was given farmers in cooperative buying and selling of 
farm products, farm supplies and livestock. 
Cooperative Marketinf : An activity in cooperative I!la.rketine of the 
:Extension Service in Orangeburg County has been that of assisting the Orangeburg 
Livestock Marketing Association. In the last fiscal year of operation which 
ended June 30, 1947, 1,023 farmers sold ll,336 hogs for a gross sum of $,14,426.9tl. 
T.tus market has afforded a real opportuni:ty for the County Agents to lerrl 
service to hog growers in encouraging them to improve the quality of animals 
gro-wn. 
Gradirig and Packing: The county agents worked closely with the producers 
of S1'Teet potatoes in improving t..'he grading and pacld.ng for marketG This 
work was done by personal visits and individual demonstrations as well as demonstra-
tions at meetings. The county agents assisted poultry growers in their ma.rlreting 
problems. 
Marketing Surplus Fann Products: The county agents cooperated v:i th 
farmers throughout the year in marketing various farm products and purchasing 
seeds and supplies cooperatively. 
The sUIIIIIlary of these activities is as follows: 
Summary Mar.1eeting fork - 1947 
Product Sdd Quantity Bought ----------=--------------
Hogs 
Purebred Boars 
Purebred Gil ts 
Purebred Hereford Bull 
Dairy Cows 
Dairy Bulls 
Ptn9ebred Beef Bulls 
























.11 ;,00 Lbso 
J.J.,000 Bu. 
14 Tons 





















Sununary Marketing Work - 1947 (Contd) 
Product 
Dixie Wonder Peas 
Dallis Grass 
Caprock Combine Milo 






Sweet Potatoes (Seed) 

























Total Value of Products Bo~ht and Sold 
I 
Picking Snap Beans - Familiar Scene 








Extension work with poultry in Orangeburg County consisted of 
educational work with chickens and turkeys and vaccination demonstrations 
with both. 
vaccination nemonstrations of Poul.try: Vaccination demonstrations were 
conducted on ten cEicken and turkey farms in the county during 19470 
A stn!llTlary of thi ~ work is given vclow: 
Summary Po1.1&try Vaccination Demonstrations 
Number Bir s Numoer 
Name Vaccinated Died 
D. T. "''1\luy .300 0 
Mrs. Harry Bozard 1.50 0 
No N. Hayden 75 0 
Mrs. Vera Till 75 0 
J. Eo Hutto 500 , O 
J. W o Wlu.senhunt 6000 (Rurkeys Jj ~ O . ,4 
Doyle Hayden 1000 (Turkeys) 0 
Do J. Holliday 50 0 
W. N. Hutto soo 0 
F. !!. Riley 2..,0 0 
Totals 890d 0 
Su:rmnary Poult!"IJ Vaccinating Demonstrations 
er er 1r s Nun er 
Year Demonstrations Vaccinated Died 
1933 4 1029 0 
1934 7 2031 0 
1935 6 1500 Few 
1936 7 lbll Few· 
19.37 24 4432 36 
1938 33 8215 b1 
l939 45 14655 81 
1940 19 b035 btl 
1941 29 6702 75 
1942 23 6429 28 
1943 5 2570 0 
1>144 lb 3310 24 




































Poul try 4-H Club Work: Reported under BO"JS' 4-H Club work. 
Turkey Flock Tes-t;ing: One hatcheryman produces turkey poul ts for sale 
and receive::; his hatclrl.13 eggs from three flocks that were officially teeted 
by the Extension Turkey Specialist and Assistant Agent Crooko 
These flocks were: 
?..hue.le Cherry • ... u. oe o o ••• • u eo 150 Laying Hens 
J. o. Rutland ••••••••v•••••••• ll:> Laying Bens 
Oo H. Rut~and 0000000••0••••••• 75 Layi.ng Hens 
Sufficient ·Goms were kept with those flocks to insure good poultry 
fertility of eggs and these toms were tested along Tiith the hens. 
Oran~eburg County Hatchery Report: Numerous poultrymen produce hatchine 
eggs and the follo1rlng report gives results of thic; activity& 
Number Number No. Doz. 
Number Birds Biros Hatcmng 
Name Birds Reacted Culled Eggs Sold Value with Pre 
Mrs. J. W. Bair 186 2 8 J.600 tH:io.oo 
Mrs . H. c. Ban .LYO 2 2 2200 1210.00 
L. s. C • Ba.rtun 1029 1 - 1030 ol().~0 Mrs. J . E. Brovm 247 2 b 2400 lJ<JUoOO 
Mr::i . r. M. Bull 107 l 7 4.,0 247 • .,0 
Mrs. A. c. Corbett 138 - 12 1800 990.00 Mrs. J. B. Corbett 121 10 1700 93.,.00 
:Mrs . Wo L. Corbett 308 2 36 2000 1100.00 
1.frs . Carrie Dukes tl4 7 200 .3.30.00 
Mrs. J .. s. Dukes 126 2 13 1900 10h.5.6u 
Mrs. w. II' Dukes 100 lu 1200 bo., .. oo 
Hrs. Ba I . Garrick 69 - 7 200 110.00 Mrs. Jibe Harrison 148 2 12 .uoo 605.oo 
Mrs. Ty.ler 259 J!. 20 2J 00 1100000 
Mrso B. F. Hurray 177 3 7 2000 1100000 
Jo o. Rutland 153 - 0 200 600000 Oo H. Rutland 60 4 300 900,goo 
TotA.1.s 3S01 18 1S7 i:!2b80 137.~:>.50 
Orangeburg County Turkey Production in 1941-t The year 194 7 vras the largest 
on record for turkey productiona Educational and denonstrational work was carried 
on ~ th ~l conun:rcial turkey gr01"{ers and all were vi:::i ted personally from one 
~ four t1mEB dur7ng the yearo L. Wo Herric <:, Turke~r Specialist., worked closely with the agents in ell turkey production work0 
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The fo.Llowing sununary gives the size of the 19!.i.7 turkey industry of 
t.he county., 
Name 
Co s. Davis 
J. c. H,yden 
Doyle Hayden 
Virgil Brownlee 
E. P. Tyler 
c. B. Bonnette 
J., Y{ • VJhisen..liunt 
J. M. Zeigler 
HUbert Connor 
p. o. Bonnette 






























Turkey Processing Plant: A turkey gr01·r~r., J. 11., Whisenhunt., erected in 
1~4.? a turkey dres~3inr; plant on his farm near Orangeburg. This plant handles 
better than tlOO turkeys per day and Mr. Whisenhunt not only processes the :bur!cey::; 
he raises, but buys from neighbors. The total output from this plant is pur-
chased by local packi.ng plants. For the l~4.? season, 15000 turkeys were handled 
by tne WhJ.senhunt plant. The 1946 season was approximately double that of 1945. 
To date Mro Whisenhunt h.:i.s passed 20.,000 birds processed .. In addition to this 
plant., Walworth Plantation of EutawviLle erected a plant and are processing their 
output. 
Sears Poultry ~ontest: This project operated in 1947 and is reported under 
the 4-H'C~ub sectiono 
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VISUAL IJ\TSTRuCTION 
Educo1t1:ional ]lotion R:-ctU't"es: P:Lct:11'es 1;'ere use~ f rom til:1e to ti.me 
~hroughout the year in putting across desired in.£ormat1on especially in 
4-H lilub work. Four picturea were shown to adults with 10o5 in attendance 
and 43 showinzs were made to 1747 4-H Club members. 
MiscellAneous County Activities 
Special jobs and services not reported elsewhere are listed under the 
above heading and so reported. 
Soil .:>amp.Les: Soi.L samples were ta.ken and forwarded w Clemson for 
analysis preparatory to mo.king pasture and special fertilizer recommendations 
on ~4 farms in l947• On these fa!'!lls 2>5 samples of soil were t.aken to be 
tested for pH value, phosphorous and potash requirements. 
Seed Germination Test: Seventy-one samples of plantine seed were 
fori.~arded to the ~tate Depa.rtnent of Agricul.ture seed Testing Laboratory for 
official germination tests for 65 farmerso Seeds tested for germination 
included cottonseed, cantaloupe, oats, rye, wheat, and soybea.nso 
Treatment of Hogs for Cholera: The a~ents assisted o5 faxmers in . 
ge·tting 506 hogs treated for cholera by the Uffice of the State Veterinariano 
The five local veterinarians do a large percentage of tne hog 0hol~ra work 
on rush calls and at local auction hog sales where pigs are bought or ex-
changed. 
Certified sweet Potato Growers: In an effort to keep sweet potato 
sndstcck up to standard, the agents have encouraged several careful growers 
to have their plantings certified. These fields as well as the potatoes in 
storage and the plants in the beds were checked by J. A. Berley of the btate 
Crop Pest CommiGsion and found to be free of disease and as a result certifi~d. 
These groners for 1947 were Ho L. Bookhart of K.Lloree, H. M. Rast of ~utaw-
ville, J. Ebbie t:>huler of Holly Hill, B. H. Willi3111s of Norway, Harvey 1'ill 
of Orangeburg, 'l'. L. Gramling ,of Ora.n,seburg, and J. H. Jamison of Bolin Town, 
E. c. Evans of Ho.Lly Hill., and F o FI. Yarborou[;h of Jamison .. 
County Fair Association: The county Fair Association cooperated 
fully wi,th the extension program by giving space, etc. for display at the 
County 1' air. They also cooperated by proW1.ding the fair grounds for special 
aetivities t..'1-iroughout the year. Some of these activities this year were: 
Hampshire jwine Breeders baJ.e, Ham.pshire Sale and the Southeastern Breed 
Type Conference and Sale of the HcUnpshire Breeders~ 
·' 
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• 
Bublieity 
Pub].icity work relating to the 1947 Extension Program was done 
through individual letters, circular letters, newpaper articles nnd the radio. 
Also publicity was given through the distribution of bulletinso ! 
summar<J of this work follows: 
IndiV1dual Letters D•oo••••••••o•o•o•ooo•• 1,735 
Circular Letters •••oo••••o•o••••.•o•••••• 40 
Copies MailGd (Circular Letters)o .. uuoul01 15b · 
News Articles ••••0.00000•0•••0•••••00•••0 24~ 
Bulletins Distributed 0000000•0••0•••0•••0 3,903 
Radio Broadcasts ooeooo•••o•••••••••o••ooo b4 
Circular Letter$: A total of 40 circular letters were prepared and 
101156 copies milled to fa_'l"fllers and 4-H Club members in the vounty. 
These letters contained infonnation on timely agricultural matters and 
experimental work. Specimen copies are included in tPis rAport. 
News Articles: A total of 248 news articles of agricultural interest 
was pubLi.shed in the two Orangeburg County newspapers during the year. The 
agente maintain columns in the Orangeburg Observer each Friday and the 
Tii11es and Derr.ocrat each }pnday. Specir.1.en copies are included in this report. 
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on the f ollow:i.ng pages will be found specimen 
copies of circuls.r letters issued during the year. 
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. ·~ ~·... ,,(j;,f~·· ~ ...... ~.fl 
It has been esti!lJB.ted that one ~owJ''-¥'at",can eat 50 pounds of corn or other 
,; .... t,erial each year and that he will w5-\ste that much more. Rats annually cost the 
rs plr ...,f this county many thousands of dollars. This in addition to diseases 
. ·:.ch they ::;proad and the .:umoya.tlce of having thP.1:1 on the prenises r.iakes rat 
contr_,l mea::;ures an absolm:,e necessity. 
The Orangeburg County Council . of Farn 1!or.:i,m, J..rs . 1'.. C. Granlinr,, Pres., 
is sp0nsoring a rat-control car.ipairn on a county-rride oasis the first vreek in/ 
Decem er Bait, free of charge, will be distributed fron points de s ignated he-
l ow fror.i December 1st throur;h hth, and the poison i s to be put-out on Friday, 
Dr,cemLer 5th. Everybody is asked to put out thia poi::;on the saMe day as this is 
t.1=l~t ::;accessful method or rat eradication. Distribution points are: OrJ.nGe-
burg, !forth, Springfield, Uorvray, Cope, Branchvill.e, Hovmsville, Bov1t1an, Elloree , 
Four Holes Church, Holly Hill, Eutav-rvi.lle, Providence, Cordova, Hoe::;e::i, '.Toodford., 
Yfolfton, Sar,yerdale, South Goodland School, Jarlinon, Vance, Parl~ and The Oaks-
Tvrenty ... three points in c'.lll. 
The Oranceburg County Health l.Jepurtrien't, arrsistcd by the ~3tate Heal th DQ -
•,artment and school groups concerned are Mixing the bait and ,rill distribute it 
t.o tho 23 desii;nated point::;. From these points, local h0t10 c\eT:Jonstration cluhs 
:ir e: aiding in the final distribution. In an~r car,n, note distribution points and 
1;e sure to get enough baid to take care of your prer.iiscs. In the neantime, get 
your place ready for this Decenber 5 poison car.1p:J.icn by: 
1. Cleaning up your prer'li·~e:;; b;r Decenber 5th. 
2. Keepirig food supplies in rat-proof containcrs 4 
J • I~eeping a,l.1 garbage away fron rats. 
li. Separating garbaee fron I"ubbish. 
So i.P'tportant is it to rid 0ur county of r~ts that ever,-one is askorl. to 
rooperate, The caMpaign sponsored by the Count:r Council of Fam 'fonen is beine 
~s ~isted by the Countr and State Health Departnents, the County Delegation, the 
; '),mty Extension Service, Public Schools; newspapers, radio, and all organized 
gr0ups throughout the county, 
Remcnber - You cq.11 1 t sell rats - Let 1 B not feed then. This feed, es-
:ecially grain, is badly needed to assist in our Mattonal 1"ood Conservation 
Pr0gr:un now in progress, 
Z,ii -~ '/ i ..1/~...Vf 
I 
'33,ra lTceley 
1tone Der.1 . AGent 
JCUc/fs 
V or:r trul;)' ~'ours, 
. . / '-, /(Y ' h y , ( , / _; l..#nt-~ 
_/. j. C. HcComb 
Count~r Agent 
(.' C::IASCN t .GR ICU LTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNI TE O STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
J',GRICUL.TURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
OraJ}.geburg, s. c. 
25 September 1947 




A meeting of the Oraneeburg County Agricultural Cor!U!littee has been 
called for the purpose of reporting on agricultural acconplishments this 
year and a discussion of Extension plan of work for the ooming year. The 
meeting will be held in the assembly roo~ at the County Agent's Office at 
2:00 P. M., Wednesday, October 1st, 191~7. 
Mr . A. H. iard , District Extension Agent, will be present to assist 
with the meeting . 
It is hoped that all committee members and other interested persons 
can be present . Ideas will be welcomed as the complexity of agriculture 
takes the best thoul¥1ts of all to create a well ro1IDded program . 
Vie are looking forward to a full attendance at the meeting. 
Sincerely, 
~ f'\.v.L .. 
Sara: Neeley - J 
Home Dem. Agent 
JCMc/fs 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
lltJI T EO STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
25 September 1947 
To School ' Superintendents and Principals 
Dear Sirs: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
We are anxious t o begi n our 4-H Clubs during the month of Ocirober. 
According to the enclosed schedule t hat has been worked out with principals 
and superintendents by this office , i t may be necessary for ~ome changes 
to be nade in our meeting, as your school schedul es are adj usted for the 
year's work. But a s far as the day is concerned, we would like to follow 
the schedule as now arranged, with onl y changes possibly in hours of 
meeting. 
You will note from the enclosed schedule that we have a sizable 4-H 
club planned and we will appreciate greatly your cooperation and assistance 
in putting over this program. Some of the accomplishments in club work 
could be stressed, but I believe i n this note it will be sufficient t o say 
that the progress made is largely determined by the interest r eceived as 
follows: 
By the individual member himself, the parents of the member, and the 
school officials where 4-H club meetings ar e held and wher e encouragement, 
etc., is given. 
We would also like to ask that you post the enclosed schedule on 
the bulletin board and call attention t o the first neeting t o the 4-H 
club pr esident and officer s in your school. 
Thanking you i n advance f or t.li.is courtseJr, we are 
JCHc/fs 
Enclosure 
Very truly yours, 
tJ, ~)J(rL~J:_ 
~:.' c. HcComb 
County Agent 
Cl EMSON AGRtCULTURAL COLLE.GE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEP.ARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Or.J.ngGburg, s. c. 
4 August 1947 
T) tho Farr.iors of Orangeburg County 
DccJ.r Sirs 1 
A forage school will be held at the fa~ of Henry 
Whisenhunt's near Cope at 2 : 00 P . H., Frictny, August 8, 
19li7. 
The program will include : (a) Silage productio11,. 
harvesting and storing; (b) Observation of svmct sudan 
and pearl millett as grazing crops; (c) Kudzu as a tenpo-
rary grazi ng crop ;. (d) f,. dynai:ri. te ditching dcnonstrntion; 
(e ) Hay harvesting machine17 in operation; (f) Pauture 
r.ianagement, both upl3nd cJ.nd bottom land; (g) Special 
r.iachinery for use on the fam. 
Specialists from the Cl01:1son College Extension Service and from tho Soil 
Conservation Service ,.-:ill be present t o assist the loc.11 .agents vii th the school . 
Some of these spcciruists are: c. Q. Cush!:1an, . Dair;'{ Speoiruist; H. A. Woodle 
and W. H. Craven, A,cron:)my Specialists_; M. C. HcI<enzie , Extension Agricultural 
Encincer; s. R. Thor.~son, Engineer , Soil Conservation Service . 
A vrnrthwhile educational program has boon a:vrunged that will be interest-
ing and helpful to all . All fn.rmcrs arc invi t cd and especially do vre want tn 
urge our e.a:i.ryn.en and beef cattle growers to attend . The progran will start 
pr ,:H:iptly at 2 : 00 P . ,A. and will end at approxir.1a tely .5 : 30 P. H. · 
If silage, grazing or p1sturcs ~re n9ectcd on your farn you owe it t o 
y ')urgolf to attend this for.:ige school. }~. Whisenhunt is doing an excellent 
job and he vrith tho specialist will show and tell y t'> U the ~ow uf his success . 
JCMc/fs 
Looking fon'l.:ird to socine you a t 2:00 P. H. , Friday, I an 
Very truly yours1 
(/, ~?Jt ~~~ 
~,: ·C. }JcConb 
County Agent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORI{ 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangebur g, S. C·. 
. - ... ... ... .. ,.-.,.. 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNI T ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 14 May 1947 EXTENSION <._ 
AGRICULTURE RATING 
0 PP ORT ~"NIT Y 
- I S 
K N O C K I N G l 
COMRIHE SCHOOL •••••• 
WEDNBSDAY, MAY 21ST 
ORANGE,RURG ARMORY BF.GINNING AT 10:00 A. M. l 
0 PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE COMBINE OWNfiRS AND OPERATORS: 
Dear Sirs: 
A combine school has been scheduled for the purpose of training 
combine owners and operators on methods of operating and adjusting their 
machinery to give the best possible service. 
The school is being held in cooperation with local dealers, be-
ginning at 10:00 a.m. on Wednesday , May 21st, at the Orangeburg ~rmory, 
Orangeburg, s. C. 
Combine ovmers and operators, regardless of line of equipment , 
should make plans to attend this schqol . Dealers and representatives of 
all makes are participating and after a short general discussion, owners 
and operators vrill study the kind of comhine he owns or operates .• 
Make plans now to attond. 
Very truly yours, 
f (it:!!t:.}, 
FarM Labor Assistant. 
JCMcC:rnfe 
9.~.0t~@~ 
J, C. McComb , 
County Agent . 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COUEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. C. 
7 April 1947 EXTENSION $ 
Dear 4-H Club Member: 
Do you realize it is almost time for the Orangeburg Fat Stoc 
Show? April 24th is when you will show your steers and they will be soJ., 
on April 25th. This is PAY DAYJ Most of you have done a good job of 
feeding your steers. Let's keep them going good right up to the last day ~ 
Here are some suggestions which I think you will find heipful 
if you carry them out in getting your steers ready for the sho~ •••• 
1. Reduce the grain and fill the calves with hay at 
least one day before they are moved from the farm. 
2. Use the same bucket to water the calf at home which 
will be used at the show. 
3. See that a suitable halter is provided for the calf 
and that he is trained to lead and stand. 
4. Do most of the washing and cleaning before the calf 
leaves home. 
5. Bed the loading chute and truck or trailer liberally. 
· 6. Keep the calf as quiet as possible. 
Either Mr. McComb or I hope to visit you before time for the 
show and clip the heads pf all steers which do not have horns. We have 
electric clippers and will need a place where we can tie the calf and 
plug into electric current. 
We have been able:: to find Manila rope to make halters for 
those of you that need new halters. If we can help you in any way, 
please let us know. 
DR:r.ife 
Very truly yours, 
D. Richardson, 
Assistant County Agent. 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTUHE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
ST/\TE .OF SOUTH _CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
5 April 1947 
TO ORANGEBURG FARM IE ADERS: 
Dear Sirs: 
EXTENStu· 
This not e is a reminder of the OrangE:burg County Soil Conserv ," 
tion District Supervisors 1 }footing from J:00 p .n . to 5:00 p.m., Thursday 
April 10th, at the County Office Building. 
The chief purpose of this meeting is t o f ormulate a suitable 
program and work plan for tha newly organized Orangeburg County Distric-: 
Your suggestions and ideas are s olicited by the district supe:r: 
visors by letter or in person at the meeting. Won 1t you make a special 
effort to attend tliJ.s meeting? 
Conservation of our soil resources has t oo long been neglecte~o 
Help us put over the story of "better-land-use" by giving us your ideas 
as to an ideal progran and work plan f or acconplishing this end. 
JCMcC:mfe 
CC: District Supervisors, 
H.J. Dowdle, 
L. L. Tillson, 
T. W. Webb, 
E. C • Turn er • 
Sincerely, 




COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF WUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, S. c. 
2.5 March 1947 
TO ORANGF'BURG COUN'I'Y FARM LEADERS: 
Dear Co-Workers: 
EXTENSIOt~ ~ 
Realizing that the conservation of our top soil, in some cases by 
the control of run-off water and in other cases by proper drainage, is 
of vital importance to the future of agriculture, Orangeburg County was 
recently organized into a Soil Conservation District. 
This district organization has as its sole purpose the conservation 
of our iands and is so created that it can and will use all agencies of 
agriculture to this end. To best accomplish this missio.n, the district 
supervisors are now writing a program and work plan and it is in this 
connection that they seek your ideas and suggestions, 
At present the district is operating under the program and work 
plan of the Edisto Soil Conservation District of which Orangeburg was 
formerly a part. However, at the next meeting of the Orangeburg District 
Supervisors , the plans arc to perfect a program and work plan best suited 
for the Orangeburg District. This meetixg will be held in the assembly 
room of the Agricultural Building between the hours of 3 : 00 p.m. and 5 :00 
p.m., Thursday, April 10th. · If you are unable to attend tlus meeting, 
you are invited to write in any helpful sug p;ostions you have . Suggestions 
may be mailed to one of the five supervisors, to the local Soil Conserva-
tion Service Office, or to the County Agent. 
The District Supervisors hav:e an agreement with the local Soil 
Conservation Service to have this organization map, plan, and ·supervise 
the carrying out of a complete l.:i.nd-use program on all farms reques ting 
this aid. This work includes the running of terrace lines, drain~ge 
lines, etc. wher:e needed. The local Extension Gervico is the educational 
agency for the work and other agencies will assist in various phases of 
the program . 
This program and work plan referred to will simply be the vehicle 
by vrhich the job can best be accomplished . Will you give some thought 
to this subject and send in your suggestions, or better still bring your 
ideas to the supervisors meeting on Thursday, April 10th. 
The supervisors of the district are T. T. traywick, Chairman, Cope; 
Geo rge B. Patrick, Secretary-Treasurer, Bowman; F. D. EvMs, Provi9ence; 
W. S. Gaillard, Eutawville; and LToe A. Smith, Springfield. 
JCMcC :mfe 
CC: All Supervisors 
All Agricultural 




E. C. Turner 
T. VI . ·Hebb 
V r;ry truly yours, 
1 J~'l0 ./ C!.. 1/ / -(_c,µ {. , /--
c. Mc ornb , 
unty Agent. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOM E ECONOtv11CS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangebur g, S. C. 
CLEMSON AGRICU LTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CARO LINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULT URE COOPERATING 
21.i. March 191.i.7 EXTENSI CN t 
Dear 4-H Club I~ember: 
The Orangeburg County Li- H Club Sprinr, Rally will be held at the 
High School Auditorium in Orangeburg on Saturday, Uarch ~9th, at 10 :30 
o I clock. Every l.i.-H Club boy and girl and others interested in l.i.-H 
work are urged to attend . 
An interesting progra.'!l has been planned by your 4-H Council 
memberso Some demonstrations will be put on by club members, pictures 
will be shown on club work and vre expect to have Hr. A. H. Ward , 
District Agent, with us to make a talko 
We feel that you will miss a lot if you do not attend this 
meeting . Four-H Club work is growing in the county. Come and bring 
someone else. Let's make this the largest meeting of its kind we 
have ever had in the county. Thr meeting will be over about 12:30. 
We are looking forward to seeing you at the Orangeburg High School 
Auditorium, Saturday, March 29th, at 10:30 o'clock. 
1n~eboo~~ 
Home Demonstration Agent. 
(}' c;....(A./yl/), r...,1./ (_ : J.....t/'h t... U/' -z.,.,.. 
f Joanne Coleman, 
Sincerely, 
Asst. Home Demonstration Agent . 
DR:mfe 
J . C. McComb, 
County Agent. 
D. Richardson, 
Asst . County Agent~ 
• 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE ANO HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Orangeburg, s.· c. 
7 April 1947 EXTENSION SERVICE ' 
.. 
Dear Sirs: 
The Orangeburg Fat Stock Show and Sa.le is to be held at 
Peoples Livestock Market in Orangeburg on Thursday and Friday., April 
24th and 25th, 1947. 
The Show ~tarts at 1:00 p.m. on April 24th and the i:>ale 
at 1:00 p.m. on April 25th. The Fat Stock ohow Officers and Directors 
extend to you an invitation to this Show and 8ale and especially to 
the Sale which begins at 1:00 :p.m., April 25th. 
Please keep this date in mind and make your plans to be w.i.tb 
us at that time. We will have 150 to 175 good cattle and ~O or more 
good fat barrows. 
JCMcCamfe 
Hoping to see you at the Sale, I am 
Very truly yours., 
;/ C!!I,;,, ~ a::.9 o McComb 
County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
6 March 1947 
TO ALL AGRICULTURAL AGENCIES AND AGRICULTURr. TEACH"RS':, 
Dear·· Sirs: 
EXTENSIC!l , 
This letter is to call your attention to the Farm and Home 
Labor Saving Show to be held in the Orangeburg Armory between the 
hours of 10:00 a.m. arrl 4:00 p.m. on March 18th. 
The show is to be divided into three parts: one part will 
consist of 82 large explanatory panels with models of labor saving 
gadgets assembled by Clemson College Specialists and brought to the 
show. A second part will consist of any f arm and home labor saving 
ideas worked out by people in the County and the third part will be 
farm and home labor saving devices available from local commercial 
dealers and they will di~play in this department. 
We would appreciate your talking up this show in any way 
you see fit and hope that you will be able to attend on the 18th. 
Should you see or hear of anyone who has made homemade labor saving 
devices, would appreciate your encouraging them to exhibit at this 
show any labor saving devices made in their shops. 
JCMcC :mfe 
Very truly yours, 
J . c. McComb, 
County Agent. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE qF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE Orangeburg, s. c. 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 27 Febru11ry 1947 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMEN"r OF ~ 
AGrlCULTURE COOPERATING ((d""""')M .J 
~~~  )ou. be.1fe.r Jo .J.o 4'.e 
/4
~~>-@\ ~YQ.TI~ e hcn9 Da.; "LJ 
~,.;.~~-· ,r. School, Ma.,ch S~ 
-;.• ----- ., I 
~- JI -I-'"'""'-• 
~ /"f 7-io s !i / ___ ___. 
TO ORANGEBURG FARMERS AND OTHERS INTERESTED IN DAIRYING: 
Dear Friends: 
EXTENSIC,N s··, 
Dairying has reached the size of a major farm enterprise in Orangeburg 
County and as such is demanding more arrl more study and atention. This be:L 
the case, the Clemson Coler,e Extension Service is offering dairy farmers an, 
prospective dairymen a Two-Day Dairy Short Course in Orangeburg on March 5th 
and 6th. The school wil be held at the Jeffords Implement Company's Show 
Room and wil begin at 10:00 a.m. and close at 4:00 p.m. each day with time 
out for lunch. 
The first day1 s discussion wil be led by C. G. Cushman, Dairy Specialist 
in charge, and assisted by Professor J. P •. La.Master, head of Clemson Dairy 
Department, and C. H. Lomas, Dairy Specialist. Subjects to be covered the 
first day are: (1) Principles of dairy catle feeding, (2) Guarding herd 
health, (3) Raising dairy calves, (4) The grain ration, and (5) Sanitation. 
The second dayts discussion wil be led by H. A. Woodle, Extension Agron-
omist, in charge, assisted by 11. H. Craven, Extension Agronomist, and E. C. 
Turner, Extension Soil Conservationist. Subjects to be covered the second day 
are: (1) Permanent Pastures, (2) Annual grazine, (3) Silage, (4) Hay, (5) 
Production of feed grains, and (6) Perennial hay crops. 
The latest experimental results and recol'lI1E;ndntions as wel as farm exper-
ience wil be discussed at the school. Every effort is being made to make the 
school timely and helpful to dairymen, prospective dairymen, and others inter-
e~ted in present trends of dairy development. Don't miss this school. Dairy-
ing is a milion dolar business yearly in Orangeburg County. Let1s keep up· 
to date with last minute items and practices. 
Your County Agents Md the County Dairy Cammi tec recommend this school t c 
you and especialy invite you to be present for al or any part of the Two-Dr" 
Short Course. 
D. Richardson, 
Assistant County Agent. 
JCMcC:mfe 




COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGR ICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPAl.:TMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
12 February 194 7 
TO : ORAHGEHJRG COUNTY FARMERS. 
WHAT: DYNAMITE DITCHING DEMONSTRATION. 
WHERE: HUTTO BIDTHERS FARM ON HIGHWAY 31, 
APPROXIMATELY TVIO MILES BEYOND THE 
PR.OVID.ENCE SCHOOL ON IDAD TO HOLLY 
HILL. 
WHEN: 10 :30 A.M., FEBRUARY 18TH, 1947. 
FOR: ALL FARMERS INTI:RESTED IN DITCHIM} 
OR DRAINAGE FOR PASTURE BUILDI!JG 
AND OTHERWISE. 
YOU WOULDN'T EXPECT A 
CRIPPLE TO 1'!IN A F1 GHT -
Then don't expect wet lands to 
produce good pastures anclolner 
crops! 
M. c. McKenzie , Assistant F..xtension Agricultural Engineer, from Clemson, 
and S. R. Thompson, Drainage Engineer of the 0oil Conservation Service, 
from Aiken, will be present to discuss 'the use of dynamite in fann drain-
age and to demonstrate its use by blowing a drainage ditch for your obser-
vation and study. 
This demonstration has been arranged through the cooperation of your locaJ 
County Agent and Soil Conservation Technicians. Hake plans to · be present 
The use of d:ynami~e for ditching is becoming more popular ani practical 
for draining areas where conditions are right. If you have never seen a 
ditch constructed with dynamite, you will want to see this demonstration. 
Dynamite ditching is interesting, educational, and practicable. 
May we count on your presence on Tuesday, February 18th? 
JCMcC:mfe 
Very truly yours, 
J. c. HcComb, 
County Agent. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL CO!.LEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPEl-tATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Oran['ebu.rr, .S. C. 
17 January 1947 
TO THE F \ RMERS OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY: 
Dear Friends: 
EXTENSION sn 
You are invited to be present at the County Court House, ThursdayJ 
January 23rd, at 10:00 a.11. for a County-Wide meeting held for the 
purpose of discussing the Outlook arrl Farm Program for 194 7. 
A. H. Ward, District Acent, Mis~ Bessie Harper, District Home 
Agent, and. C. E. Foy, District AAA Representative, wil be present 
to give you the latest information on this subject. They have made 
a careful study of al available outlook statistics and information 
and wil be able to assist with plans and goals in regard to your 
1947 crop and livestock production and home management problems. 
Remember, 11The war is over"; 11Time Marches On'; 11History does 
not repeat itself"; therefore, we cannot go on in the same old way. 
We must adjust our farming plans to meet tm needs of the changing 
tiroos. This is a meeting you cannot afford to miss, so make your 
plans now to atend and bring a neighbor with you. 
~~ ~ 
Matie Lee Cooley, 
Home Demonstration Agent. 
JCMcC:mfe 
Sincerely, 
j:r·~~~/ c. McComb, 
County Agent. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE. AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSO N A G RI C ULTURAL C OLLEGE 
OF SOUTH C A R OLINA AN D 
UNITED S TAT ES DEPARTME N T O F 
AGRICULTURE COOP E R ATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
' 
E X T ENSION SERVICE 
' 
F R F F s P. 0 1 r C O Il I n G ! 
Tf.R~IFIC ! r:rr-t,ETIC ! SJ1'SA'.2IG:t\L ! 
Harch 18th ...... 10 : 00 a .n . to 4 : 00 p . l"l . 
You are invited to cone and r r inr (Jthars vri th :'OU any til"le 
bet·reen 10:00 a.n . and 4 :00 n . n . to sef' tho r1.rr1 ancl Hor1e Labor 
Saving Show in the Or:mrahurr :'>rriory, C'ranr•c>1mrr , ;· . r. . 
There wi 11 bo specialis t s frnm 1 'inthrnp :mcl Cl0nson Colle res 
to give der10ns traticns with r.1.'.l.n;r o f thE' r..acllinr>s and devices and 
they will also displ ay charts and J•ostcrs rm lahor savinp ne thods . 
Deal ers will e}:hibi t all ki'1ds of labor . a,.-inr nachines for your 
home and far:.1 r nnginf fron snal l electrical a::-,pliances t o huge 
tractor equipl"len t , such as nnw t ype s of nach:i.n0.s for pl ovrinr, , cul ti -
vating and harvestinr , pot ato harvr>stPr , flame thrower , tinber har-
vester , and a cotton icker . 
Notice l ' 'Te kno v- that many of , 'OU have ·rorked out short cuts 
fo r sa7:i:~abor on your farm and in ycur horn'! anci. doubtl ess have 
built some kind of ho::.iemade equipnen t that others vroul<l be interest-
ed in . Please checY. over yonr equj_pnent ancl if you have something 
you would like to exhibit , notify us ancl nal:e arran[;t"nents for havinr, 
it di splayed ~ 
Very truly yours , 
1f-, ..{ . J t/~. ~~. 
R. L. ITill is , ~ ·. 
Farm Labor As~~ist:.m t . 
,Jc: 1cc :nfe 
, ~ "'/; ' • I /l I ' I I V . . .' y '. L 7/4/::,l-
t! J . C, J1cCor:1b , 
County Ar,ent . 
'' Use of TRACTOR POWE:-R 




1ak.e the labor out of. 
churning -the work.er 1-o t-he machlne.11 
( 
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On the following pages will be found 
specimen copies of press articles published during 
the year. Weekly columns are carried on Mond~' s 
in the Qrangeburg "Times and Democrat" and on 
Fridey's in the "Orangeburg Observer"• 
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THREE-ACRE COUNTY WIDE CORN IMPROVEMENT CONTEST 
Orangeburg County i'a.nners who plan to enter the Comity Three-i\cre Corn 
Improvement Contest should enroll at once as corn planting time is at hand. The 
pr-lmary purpose of the contest is to call attention to corn as a necessary crop and to 
increase comity average yields by all farmers becoming more "corn conscious" 
during 1~47. 
To make highest yields the contest fields should be carefully selected, 
well prepared and fertilized, anc planted in good seed of known and adaptable 
varieties. Since all of these practices take place before planting time, farmers 
should decide at once on entering the contest. 
The following farmers have already enrolled: J. C. Rast, BO'fflllan; Dan E. 
Walker, Norway; Johnnie w. Austin, Orangeburg; Ben A. Singletary, Holly H111; 
c. L. Gramling, Orangeburg; Roy M. Gramling, Sr • ., Qrangeburg; Lawton w. Smith, 
Holly Hill; c. T. Ulmer, Orangeburg; Roger L. Bull., Santee; R. D. Walker, Nortiray; 
Sheldon B. Cope., Cope; J. Bo Earley, Orangeburg; and J. w. Way, Orangeburg. 
Prizes totaling $250.00 are available to be awarded winners in this 
Comity Contest for the five contestants making highest yields as determinad b,r 
the Erlension Service. These awards are made available by Shuler and Smoak 
of Orangeburg and will be made as follows: 
1st Prize ----·-------$ 100.00 in cash 
2nd Prize --- 75.00 in cash 
3rd Prize - 25.00 in Merchandise 
4th Prize------ 25.00 in Merchandise 
5th Prize---- 25.00 in :Merchandise 
Any good variety of corn, white or yellow, either open-pollinated or hybrid., 
will qualify. Some of the varieties selected by contestants enrolled to date 
are: Douthit•s Prolific., Hasting's Prolific, Col:er's Ellis., Wood's S-315, Wood•s 
s-210, Funk's a-714. and Funk•s G-717. 
A careful study of all contest fields including a detailed check of 
yields w.i.11 be made in an effort to glean useful information for our program o f 
better Orangeburg County corn yields. 
Rules for this contest together with late data on corn experiments and 
experiences are available at the County Agent•s Office. 
Let•s make this contest county-wide in every respect. We would like a 
few contestants in every section of the county. Think this over and ask for a 
copy of the rules and an entry blank. 
{ 
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ORANGEBURG COUNTY Li-H GROUP RETURNS FROM CAMP 
The Orangeburg County 4-H boys and girls returned from Camp Long Frid~ 
afternoon a.tter spending a delightful week on their annual encampment. During 
the week 5ti learned to swim and 4 7 to drive and maintain a tractor. A total of 
17l attended camp. 
In addition to learning about tractors and swimming, there was instruction 
in courtesy, manners, campfire programs, nutrition and farm safety. Recreational 
and cultural. features filled up a busy week of fun and pleasureo Of course, i>.e 
good food served helped everyone to have a good time. The boys and girls 
commented on how good the food was. That is a sure sign that everyone had a 
good time. 
"Ta.Lent Night" was a memorable one on which th-=: various groups put on 
sla.ts. These boys and girls ke~t everyone laugh~go 
"Even:i,ng Ve::;pers" were carried out each night in impressive fachion. 
One model 4-H club meeting was put on by several members., Citizenship and the 
meaning of the 4o:iii rs was the theme of the model meeting. 
Other features of the camp were: fishing, handicraft work, motion pictures, 
fold dancing and games. 
This camp was arranged by the local county and home demonstration agents 
as a reward to the 4-H boys a.nd girls who have done acceptable work so far on 
their 4~I projects. 
******************************* 
TWO HUNDR.'IID COTTON FA.mms 
VISIT EDISTO EXPERD.IBNT STATION 
To observe boll weevil control measures in use 200 farmers and agri-
cultural workers of Orangeburg and adjoining counties visited the F,disto Ex-
periment Station near Blackville Friday, July lltho 
Jo G. Watts, Stati<?n Entomologist., E. t. Rogers, Station Superintendent, 
and Dr. Ho Po Cooper, Director of s. Co l:!Jcper:iment Stations made brief talks. 
Boll weevil control work was discussed in detail by Mr. vratts 0 
Materials used by the station were 5% DDT and 3% BHC (Benzinehexachlor.ide) 
4.8% BHC, Toxaphane, Calcium Arsenate., 1% Nicotine dust., Matthews Boll Weevil ' 
Sprey., and an untreated plot. 
Infestation figures for the past five weeks were given on these field~ 
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In ad.di tion to the boll weevil information, Machinery for applying 
the materials was demonstrated as follows: (1) five types of tnactor dusters, 
(2) one tractor sprayer. 
Results of the different treatment are of course inconplete at tli.is time 
but infestation on each for the week ending July 12 was: 
1., DDT 5%-BHC 3% 
2o BHC 408% 
3. Toxaphane 
4., Calcium Arsenate 
Nictone 1% 
5. Matthews Boll 
Weevil Spri;\Y 





Final results should be interesting, but will not be available 1mtil 
ai'ter the cotton is harvested. 
Infestation :in Orangeburg County has stepped up some during the past 
week with one field in the five used in the vreekl.y checks running 19%. 
With good vreather and a weevil fight for the next three weeks, we 
should produce a normal cotton crop. 
CORN AND COTTON TOUR, TUESDAY JULY 29TH 
Beginning from the County Agent's Office at 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, 
July 29th, a tour of corn and cotton farms will be made. 
Farms will be visited as follows: 
2J20 - - J. Tatum Zeigler, Cordova 
3: 00 - - :Marshall B. Williams, Five Chop Road 
3t40 - - c. Lee Gramling, Gramline Road 
4:20 - - John L. Fairey, East Orange School 
Corn and cotton production practices will be observed. 
In the corn stops, we will see close spacing effects of reasonablzy-
h.i.gh fertilization, hybrids as well as open-pollinating varieties and many 
other items of interesto 
In the one cotton field on the tour will be many cultural. and 
management practices to be observed. 
Make plans now to take in the entire tour o Fill your car w.i. th 
neighbors and meet us at the County Office at 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, July 29tho 
********************************* 
RESULTS OF BOLL WEEVIL CONTROL WORK 
PEE DEE EXPERIMENT STATION 
Fo Fo Bonday, Entomologist Pee Dee Experiment Station., Florence., 
has recently released the follow:ing data on the boll weevil control work 
there for the year 19461 
Treatment 
Check (No Poison) 
Calcium Arsenate 
Benzene He.icachlorid.e 




These figures show an increase of 304ob lbs. of seed cotton per acre 
from the use of Calcium Arsenate and 489.9 lbs. increase from the use of 
Benzene Hexachloride. 
From 1946 prices., the increases in value are $40.87 per acre for 
Calcium Arsenate and $58.78 for Benzene Hexachloride. 
The above e:xp erimental data shows clearly the value of boll weevil 
cz:ontrol and helps answer the question "Does Boll Weevil Control Pay?" 
Official check of the five fields in the county this week shows an 
ij,Verage square infestation of 61%. The range of infestation runs from 
42 to 91%0 
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PECAN DUSTING AT ORCHARD OF MRS. M. O. DANTZLER 
5aOO P. M. TODAY 
There will be a pecan dusting demom:tr~tion by airplane at 5:00 p. M • ., 
Mondey., August ltl at the pecan orcha.,:o of Mrs. M. o. Dantzl~r provided the 
weather conditions are suitable. This will be the second time for the orchard 
to be dusted. This type of dusting is being done in hopes that it will replace 
spraying of the trees to control the pecan weevil and scaJ.e. Those having 
pecans and are interested in this type of work are invited to attendo 
********************* 
-UNIT TEST-DEMONSTRATION FARMS WITH TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY-
Twelve Orangeburg County farmers are conducting unit-test demonstraticns 
on their farms as a part of a program. sponsored by the Tennessee Valley 
Authority and conducted by the Extension Service. 
Along with the plan of work for the farms., the Tennessee Valley 
Authority furnishes certain fertilizer materials for small grains, grazing 
and pasture crops. The £armer keeps a record of treatments made, yields, etc • ., 
for a year to year basis. 
Cooperators are: F. Do Evans, Providence; Powell R. Felder, Holly Hill 
J. Mo McAlhaney., Branchville; C. Y. McCa11ts, Cameron; Jam.es L. McLean., 
Orangeburg; J. A. Smith., Springfield; T. T. Traywick, Cope; J. w. Way, 
Orangeburg; J. T. Zeigler., Cortiova; John L. Fairey., Orangeburg; w. c. Rast., 
Orangeburg; and To s. Smoak., Orangeburgo 
P. s. Williamon., Clemson EK-tension Specialist., has charge of the work 
from a state standpoint and the local extension agents from the county level
0 
********************** 
HAMPSHlRE BREED TYPE CONFERENCE BEGINS TODAY 
The two-day breed type conference., show and sale sponsored by the 
Ga.-Carolinas Hampshire t;wine Breeders starts at 9 o'clock tP.is morning 
and will end with a registered hog sale beginning at 1:00 p. M. tomorrow., 
Tuesday., September 9th. 
Th:i.s morning's program begins with a judging contest for both junior 
~d ad~ t farm people. A registered Hampshire gil. t will be given to the tiruJ3 r 
in the Junior fa.rm.er group and also the winner in the ad.ult farmer group. 
In addition to the leading breeders in the three states hog men from 
the West and Animal Husbandry Experts from the Gao., No Ca ands. c. state 
Colleges., and some from the USDA will be present. 
This is the outstanding Hampshire hog event of the year .for the Southeast. 
Make plans now to attend all or any pa.rt of the Conference. 
l 
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-LIVESTOCK GROWERS - HAVE YOU PLA.NNED YOUR 
WINTER. AND SPRING GRAZING YET?-
Now is the time to get 'Winter and spring grazing seeded. 
With the rush of the harvest season very often our grazing crops are 
not seeded on time. 
We would suggest that no time be lost now in getting land properly 
prepared, the fertilizer at hand and if seed are nor already available to 
purchase at once. 
Recommendations for light sandy lands are: 
2 bushels rye J 
2 bushels oats ) Per Acre 
15 pounds of vetch) 
For heavier, more fertile lands: 
2 bushels barley ) 
2 bushels oats ) Per Acre 
20 pounds Crimson Clover or 
15 pounds vetch ) 
Other combinations can be made to suit the fertility of the 1 and or 
the a.'\9Llibility of seed. 
LiveraJ. fertilization with a complete fertilizer is suggested. Use 
300 or more pounds per acre and top dress with 100 or more pounds of 
Nitrate of Soda or its equivalent when plants are up and growing. 
Information concerning any of the winter grazing and pasture grasses 
and plants will be gladly furnished by the County Agent's Officeo 
************************** 
GRAIN SORGHUM HA.SA PLACE - - -
Much has been said about grain sorghum at various times during the 
past ;few yea.rs. Last year this crop was harvested for grain on a few farms 
in the County., grazed by beef and dairy cattle on maey farms, put in the 
silo on a few farms, and thus has found a permanent place as a crop on a 
number of farms. 
Last week I saw one hundred acres growing on the farm of N. E. Byrd 
of Branchville. Practically all of Mro Byrd's grain sorghum was planted after 
small grain and will be grazed in the late faJ.l and winter by his hogs and 
beef cattle. This system of grazing saves much labor and does the job ve'rlJ 
well for Mr. Byrdo Other instances could be cited and the possibilities of 
this crop shoulo not be overlooked. 
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Full information regarding this crop is available and a few general 
uses are listed. 
Grain sorghum is used as grain, silage, or forage, but is apparently 
not as palatable to livestock as corn o Grain sorghtnn has about the same food 
value as corn, analyzing slightly higher in protein but lovrer in fat than 
corn. Grain sorghum seed should be crushed or ground for dairy or beef 
cattle feed, but the grain can be fed whole to hogs, sheep, and poultryo 
There seems to be little difference in the feeding value of the various 
varieties but there is a decided difference in palatability. 
Grain sorghums have been used to make good silage, especially when 
mixed with a legume such as soybeans, and 'When mixed vd th corn or sweet 
sorghums. When used for silage, grain sorghtnns should be cut when the 
seed are in the hard dough stage, for if the seed are allovred to mature 
before putting into the silo, a large percentage of the small hard seeds 
are not chewed or digested, thus causing an unnecessary waste of feedo 
'M'ten used as fodder, grain sorghums should be free of mold and fed 
while in a fairly moist condi tiono Velvet beans and grain sorghuns, planted 
following small grain crops, fumish palatable and nutritious grazing in 
November and December. 
In view of the present world food shortage and the critical grain 
shortage in this country, the grain sorghtnns hold definite promise of 
a.ssumin6 a more important rank among South Carolina eropso 
************************** 
PASTURE COMI!rSSION BULLDOZER AT WORK 
The Orangeburg Pasturage Development CODJI!lission got work un.dllrway 
last week in their county-wide pasture building program o The work of the 
Com.'n:i.ssion 'Will greatly stimulate the countyt s livestock development program. 
Farmers are invited in inspect the work being done and are requested 
to make application at the office of the County Agent should they need 
pasture clearance. 
The machine will be working on the farm of Herman Whetsellts on 
Hig~ 178 a few miles south of Bowman the first three or four days this 
weeko 1!1.ke a trip dO'Wl'l. and see for yourself the kind of work that can be done 0 
Commission members are: Bo Bo Williams, Norway, Chm.; John t. Fairey, 
Orangeburg, Vice-Chmo; W. D. Jackson, Bowman; P. w. Foy, Springfield; and 
L. A. Dantzler, Eutawville. 
For the next two months the machine lti.ll operate in the Southern 
Highway District; therefore, farmers in that district should get their 
applications in and make the necessary arrangements for work as early as 
possible. 
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HALF MILLION PilIB SEEDLINGS TO BE 
SET IN ORANGEBURG COUNTY 
Much interest is evident, in re-forestation of non-agricul tura. lands 
in the county with the resuJ.t of orders now in to the State Forest nursery 
for excess of one-hal.f million pine seedlings. 
The delivery date on these seedlings will be December., January and 
February as specified by the individual land ownero 
The s. c. legislative makes availa& a quantity of these seedlings 
each year for no cost to the land owner except express charges from the 
nursery to the point of delivery. Any farmer can get up to 5,000 <:£ these 
seedlings on this basis if he has the necessary land and as long as the supply 
holds out. 
Most of the half~llion seedlings ordered by Orangeburg Comty 
farmers are on this basis• 
The Soil Conservation Service., the Vocational Agriculture Teachers, 
and this office will gladly furnish planting instructions and will place 
orders for those desiring trees. 
Along the forestry line e1so is a 5-Acre Pulp Wood Thinning 
Demonstration or Contest eonducted much the same as the State $-Acre Cotton 
Contest. The purpose of this contest is to teach selective cutting and good 
forestry management in general. Last yea:r Messrs. t. W. Fairey and Anthony 
Fogle were the first and second county winners in this contest. The contest 
ends February 28 and complete information as to its operation may be ob-
tained from the· office of the County Agent. 
Valuable prizes hmre been made available by the Pulp 1ifood Canpanies 
operating in South Ca.rolinao 
************************* 
ANTI-RAT CAMPAIGN SPOUSORED BY ORANGEBURG COUNTY 
COUNCIL OF FARM OMEN 
The first week in December has been designated as anti-rat campaign 
week by the Orangeburg County Council of farm women. Mt-so A. c. Gramling, 
President of the organization., states that the farm women will have the 
full cooperation of the County and btate Health Departments as well as the 
local extension service in the dr1veo 
Similar campaigns have already been conducted in some of the counties 
with much success from the standpoint of health as well as in the a:onservation 
of food and fuelo 
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In this campaign, the County Health Department will :miX the necessary 
bait and distribute it from designated places throughout the county. The 
local extension agents will provide the necessary publicity and W"...11 co-
operate with the fa.rm women by assisting in organizing the campaigno 
From time to time during the next fgw weeks progress and plans of the 
campaign will appear in this column and through the channel of circular ,letters. 
The full cooperation of all fam. people is asked in this first week 
in Dece.inber Anti-R.at Campaign, as this program fits into the heal th program., 
grain conservation program and many other aspects of farm and commtmity life. 
From a state-w:i.de standpoint through Mro 1V. c. Nettles, Extension 
Entomologist, a state-wJ.de rat control campaign is being conducted. In-
formation from Mr. Nettles will be used in getting the County Campaign 
underway and all agencies and group or community representatives will be kept 
inf armed as to dates of mixing and distrivuting baits as well as such long 
range objectives as rat proofing, etc. The success of the campaign however., 
will be determined by active local leaders in the various communities0 
*********************** 
DAIRY CALF CLUB TO HOLD ME:MBER-PARENT BANQUET 
Wednesday, November .5th., will be a big day for Orangeburg County 
Dairy CaJ.f Club memberso 
At 10:00 a. mo their calves will be judged at tbe County Fair. At 
2:00 pamo at the County Fair Grounds will be a sale of n±ne registered 
Guernsey heifer calves. The only bidders in this sale will be bona fide 
4~ and FFA Club members. 
At 7:30 pomo the Orangeburg County Dairy Calf Club will nold its 
annuaJ. Member-Parent banquet at the Veteran's Hut in Orangeburg0 
An interesting program has been arranged and the club hopes to have 
a full attendance of members and parents as well as invited guests. 
s. W. 11Bud11 Gramling, Jr. is president of the Orangeburg Dairy Calf 
Club and Bertha Miley, Secretary. 
s. w. Gramling., Sro, of Orangeburg is local leader and the present 
membership includes the followingt Bud Gramling, Orangeburg; Bertha Miley 
1 
Branchville; Murray Hates, Neeses; Jervey Gramling, Orangeburg; Pauline 
Gramling, Orangeburg; Natilie Miley., Branchville; Francis Wayne Mack, North; 
E. B. Mack, Jr., North; Freddie Gramling., Orangeburg. 
I 
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4-H CLUB FAm WINNERS 
The 4-H Club boys and girls of Orangeburg County have made a fine 
record at both the state Fair in Coltnnbia and at the Orangeburg County Fair 
at Orangeburg th1s week. While Orangeburg had no ~tate winners in arry of 
the numerous projects and contests, uur boys and girls did well and we of 
the Extension Service are proud of them. 
The Da.iry Calf Club members who are Bud Gra.nil.ing, Bertha Miley, 
Wayne Mack, Freddie Gramling, Murray Bates, Pauline Gramling, Jervey 
Gramling and Natilie Miley, won a total of $62.00 in prize 1noney at the 
State Fair and a total of $27~o00 at the Orangeburg County Fairo Ed.ward 
Brown, Dwight Dukes, Joan Jeffcoat, Harold Hoover, Freddie argoe, Reese 
Earley, RaJ.ph Fanning, Althea Wal.ling, Henry Garrick, Lelanu Rutland, 
John Binnicker and C?.ristene Jeffcoat won a total of $1Ju.oo in prize 
money on tneir pullets that were sho1'1Il and then auctioned off at the 
County Fair. 
$65.00 was won by 4-H club boys and girls in the 1.J.-H Club field crop 
and garden exhibit at the fairo All of these prizes ddu up to a total of 
$582.00 in prize money, won by our boys a.zi..d. girl~ at the two fairs. 
With Mr., Glenn Winburn, Assistant County Agent, devoting the majority 
of his tiroe to club work, we feel tnat we should do :r:mch better next year 
and we hope to have son:e of our boys and girlo einning st.ate awards and 
6etting free trips to the National 4-H r.1ub Congress in Chicago 0 
************************** 
DEHYDRA.TED S1'1EET POT!_Tni.:s SUITP-BLR FOR T!IVESTOCK 
AND POTJLTR'I ~IlTG 
Experiments, data and exhibits to prove the vaJ.ue of dehydrated 
sweet potatoes and sweet potato meal. in feeding dairy and beef cattle, hogs 
and turkeys wer~ displayed at the Louisiana Sweet Potato Showo 
For milk production, dehydrated S1~eet potatoes contained tltl per cent 
of the value of yellow corn meaJ., and they were approximately 17 per cent 
more valuable than ground ear corn, including cob and shuck. 
For beef cattle the dehydrated sweet potatoes are approximately equal. 
to corn ponnd for poundo 
For turkeys, good results were obt.qined with feeds contc1ining 25 




For hogs, average gains of 1.92 pounds per day were obtained in 
feeding trials where 50 per cent of the grain feed was sweet potato me3.l.. 
Debyd.rators are not available in alJ_ sections of our area, but the 
vfil.ue of the potato (cuD.s) is not to be m:Lnimized as a livestock feed,. 
Not only in our area but all over the sweet potato producing territory 
quality is beine stressed as we must sn.pply the cons1 nning public the kind 
of potatoes desired. :rn doing this often 40 per cent or ~ore of the crop 
·will fall in grades other than Uo s., #1 and to maintain satisfactory pricPs 
these off grade potatoes !!lust not compete on the edible market with #1' s. 
They make good feed dehydrated or fed fresh on the farm - - Letts put 
them to their proper use and keep ·No. l's at or near top price levelsa 
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